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The Calloway County economy,
already on the upswing, will be getting
an additional boost in the months
ahead.
The basis for the forecast is the flood
of extra cash that local residents will be
receiving from Washington.
The windfall will consist chiefly of
refunds that will be made to those who
overpaid on their income taxes for the
past year due to excessive amounts
withheld from their paychecks.
In addition, many people failed to
take advantage of changes in the tax
law, especially the one that permitted
$30 tax credits for each taxpayer and
for most of his exemptions.
As a. result, the Internal Revenue
Service estimates that it will be
refunding about $30 billion this year, as
compared with $26 billion last year.
Over 67 million taxpayers will be
getting refunds. They will average $421,
as against the $391 returned in 1975,
according to the official figures.
The tax refunds to residents of
Calloway County will add up to ap-
proximately $3,477,000, it is calculated
based on the average reimbursement
rate in the area.
Local residents will also be sharing in
an extra $5 billion that will be
distributed to Social Security
beneficiaries beginning in July. It
represents an increase of 6A percent
across the board.
The increase, which is due to the rise
in the cost of living, is automatically
tied to the Labor Department's con-
sumer price index and is adjusted to
changes occurring between the first
quarters of each year..
Last year, when the rate of inflation
was higher, resulting in an automatic
adjustment of 8 percent, it amounted to
$5.7 billion.
All in all, the nation's consumers will
have $35 billion more from these two
sources alone.
Assuming that Calloway County
residents get a proportionate share of
it, there will be approximately
$4,068,000 more available in the local
area.
With the public in more of a spending
mood than in a long time, it is expected
that much of this money will soon find
its way into the cash registers of local
retail stores.
Gov. Carroll To Speak
At KWW Annual Meeting
Governor Julian Carroll will be the
main speaker at the 1976 annual
meeting ql Kentucky's Western
Waterland, according to Smith
Broadbent, annual meeting committee
chairman and Trigg county director.
The annual meeting, which is the only
North Wins
Speech Meet
North Calloway won first place
sweepstakes honors at the second
annual Calloway Co. High Elementary
Speech Tournament held Saturday at
Calloway County High School. North
scored 312 points while Southwest
scored 208 points to take second place
honors. East scored 159 points and
placed third.
North won a total of nineteen trophies
and East won six. Students winning
individual honors were:
Dramatics—Debbie Turner, James
Bibb and Lisa Garland. --- -- •
Prose—James Bibb, Chuck Holt,
Glynis Tabers.
Poetry—Celisa Curd, Karen Walker,
Jane Greer.
Duet Acting—Tammy Crouse and
Laura Fones, Debbie Turner and Steve





Chuck Harrison, Tim Feltner.
Public Speaking — Sharon Synder,
Chuck Harrison, Mike Jackson.
North is coached by Patricia
Lassiter, Mary Ruth McCuiston
coaehed Southwest and Libby Conley
and Mac Coleman coached East.
Awards were presented by Speech
and Debate Coach Larry England with
team captains Mike Farris and Krit
Stubblefield.
meeting each year of the entire
membership, is scheduled for June 1 at
lake Barkley State Resort Park.
Kentucky's Western Watertand is an
eight-county tourist promotion
organization for the Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes region.
Election of KWW Board members for
the coming year will also take place at
the annual meeting, according to
Broadbent.
It was also announced that a press
conference will be held the day of the
annual meeting to release the MRI
report, a $30,000 research study of
development alternatives for the
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes region.
Other business included a motion for
KWW to take part in a mall travel
exhibition in Knoxville, in June.
Also included on the agenda were a
report on the recent hospitality
Workshop in which 95 waitresses took
part: and a report on a tour May 2-3 in
which KWW hosted 42 international
correspondents to a fish fry and boat
tour.
A discussion was also held on the
question of requesting the state Parks
Department to install a dome over the
swimming pool at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park. A motion was made
to write asking the assistance of State
Representative Richard Lewis on the
project.
The KWW board also voted to send a
letter to Commerce Commissioner
Larry Townsend asking that his
department send someone into the area
to provide assistance in a program of
tourism development.
Clearing and Cooler
Clearing and cooler tonight, low in
the mid to upper 40s. Mostly sunny and
mild Tuesday, high in the upper 60s to
mid 70s. Wednesday sunny and mild.
15' Per Copy Two Sections - 18 Pages
INSPECTION — Entries in one of the classes at the Kentucky State Charity Horse Show line up for inspection. Over 2000 persons attended the es ent
held here Saturday night.
BOYS CHOIR — The Murray Middle School Boys Choir provided pr
competition entertainment at the Kentiaky State Charity tiorse Show held
here Saturday night. The show was soialsored jointty by the Sigma Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's Club and the Murray Rotary Club.
—
•"'• tais-' • 
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H• ).-. Ni ',HOW OFFICIALS — Officials for the Kentucky State Charity Hor-
se Show were, from left, Larry Lowman, photographer Slick Banks, Russell
Part, walking horsaisidgi4 Fritz lortian. gaited horse judge; Mrs. lohn E. Ser-
;wit, steward; and A W Simmons. Staff Photos by David MI
Kissinger Announcement Takes Edge
Off One Of Reagan's Campaign Issues
By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press Writer
One of Ronald Reagan's favorite
campaign issues may have lost a bit of
its edge on the eve of his crucial
primary contest with President Ford in
Michigan. Democrat Jimmy Carter
says, meanwhile, that victory in the
Maryland primary is not crucial to his
camaign
Republican challenger Reagan has
made Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger's conduct of foreign policy
the basis for attacks on Ford. Now,
Kissinger has indicated he will quit
even if Ford wins in November.
In an interview on NBC's "Today"
show, Kissinger said he would prefer
not to remain in office if Ford is elected
Planners To
Meet Tuesday
The Murray Planning Commission
will hold its regular meeting Tuesday at
seven p.m. at City Hall, according to
resident planner Dan Grimes.
Only one item is to be considered on
the agenda released today: review of a
preliminary plat for a residential
planned development project cuh-
matted by Dan Miller.
SPEECH TOURNAMENT — The Calloway County High School Speech Team sponsored a speech tournament for
sixth, seventh and eighth grades students from the three county elementary schools Saturday. North Calloway wa,
the winner of the tournament and the sweepstakes trophy. Participants were: top row, left to right. Jeanne
Schroader, Chandra Watkins, Lisha Bury, Sharon Walker, Angela Manning, Beth Yancy, Kathy (oven, Belinda Smith
and Tern Sledd. Third row, Jennifer Tucker, Trisha Clark, Gena Gargusnarlene Walker, Freddie Kirkland, Freddie
Vincent, Richard Trembley, Dale Finney Second row, Coach Patricia Lassiter, Chuck Holt, Steve Baker, tarry Sat-
terwhite, Brigette Bynum, Shannon Knight, Celissa Curd, Kim Baker, Mitiri McCallon, Mark Starks. Front row, Prin-
cipal lohnny Bohannon, lames Bibb, Debbie Turner, Keith Edwards, Tammi Crouse, lane Greer, Karon Walker, Glyn
nis Tahers, Laura tones, Marsha Turner, Tim Fekirier, Chuck Harrisan. Staff Photo by Dasid Hill
to a full term.
Kissinger's comment came as Ford
returned from a weekend trip through
his home state of Michigan, where the
primary is crucial for the President.
Ford has lost five of the last six
primaries, and a loss in his home state
would deal a severe blow to his chan-
ces.
The Democrats also have primaries
on Tuesday. Front-runner Carter is the
target of California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr., making his primary debut,
in Maryland and of Rep. Morris K.
Udall in Michigan.
In Baltimore, Carter said today that a
defeat to Brown in Maryland's primary
would not be a fatal blow to his bid for
the nomination.
"It would be better to win but a loss to
Gov. Brown would not be seriously
damaging," the former Georgia
governor said. "Brown will have to go
all out to win in California as I won in
Georgia." . • •
In Detroit, meanwhile, Udall
demanded that Carter and Detroit
Mayor Coleman Young apologize for
Young's statements accusing the
Arizona congressman of supporting
policies of the Mormon Church relating
to race.
Udall said his parents were leaders of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints Mormon but that he
rejected the church's doctrine on race
30 years ago. "I paid the price of doing
so in my own family and among my
friends," he said, adding that Young
either "deliberately distorted the
record or he doesn't care whether he
did or not."
The Mormon church denies blacks
the rank of priest, which is given to
every other faithful male member.
Young was quoted as calling Udall "a
man from Arizona whose church won't
even let you in the back door." To
Udall's apology demand, Young
responded: "I haven't got a damn thing
to apologize for" and called Udall "the
biggest crybaby in the political
campaign."
ApplicatiQns For Little Miss
Murray-Calloway Available
The fourth annual Little Miss
Murray-Calloway County pageant
sponsored by the Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of the Woodrnen of the World
will be held July 11, at 2:30 p.m. in
uLonviveettrsiAtyudcaitmorpus,i m on Murray State
Applications will be available today,
Monday, May 17 at the following
places: Bank of Murray, downtown;
Peoples Bank, downtown; Lad and
Lassie and The Stepladder.
Contestants must be at least three
and no more than five years of age as of
July 11, 1976, to be eligible to enter the
Pageant. They must also be residents of
Murray and or Calloway County and
not yet attended kindergarten.
The contestants will be judged by out
Of town judges and judging will be done
On a point system based on natural
rharm, poise, beauty, and personality.
The contestants will be judged while
modeling a sportswear outfit and a
Party dress. The clothing worn by the
contestants will not be judged, only how
becoming they are to the child.
The completed application forms
should be sent to Ernestine Garland,
Chairperson of the Pageant, at 218
1i-tan Street, Murray, Ky. 42071, along
with a photograph of the entrant. These
photographs will be used in the
newspaper. Applications should be
completed and returned no later than
June 18, 1976. A limited number of
applications will be taken.
Each contestant will need to solicit a
sprinsor for the pageant. The sponsor
may be the child's parents or a place of
business. The registration fee is $15.00
and will have to accompany the ap-
plication form of each contestant to
make the contestant eligible.
Little Miss Murray-Calloway County
• 1976 will be crowned by the 1975 Little
Miss Murray-Calloway County, I.ittle
Miss Candace Howard, and will serve
along with a court of four runners-up
for the coming year.
Each contestant will receive a token
for entering the pageant. The winner
and her court will receive trophies and
an array of prizes.
Parents wishing more information
concerning the pageant can contact
Mrs. Garland, or Mrs. Dinah
Westerman, 753-8583 or Mrs. Donna
Garland, 753-1656
Udall said he was "bitterly disap-
pointed" that Young, who is black and a
Carter supporter, refused to apologize.
"... I can only conclude that we must
be making some gains in the black
community or he Young) wouldn't
have struck out at me in the fashion
that he did," Udall said. He added that
if Young "won't admit he took a false
and damaging cheap shot at me, I
would at least hope his candidate,




The Murray High School band
department will present its annual
Spring Concert Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at
the high school.
The concert will be held on the north
lawn immediately behind the gym.
Concert-goers are urged to bring a lawn
chair with them. Members of the Band
Boosters will be serving ice cream and
cake during the concert.
The bands will perform selections
from their festival repertoire and
special combined band features. The
Concert Band, the Symphonic Band, the
combined bands and the Stage Band
will all perform during the program.
A special feature of the combined
band is a Bicentennial salute entitled
"Thirteen Stars" with MHS principal
Eli Alexander narrating.
The concert begins at 5:30 p.m. and
may be moved indoors in the event of
rain. No admission will be charged and
everyone is invited to attend.
The Murray Middle School Band
Concert will be held Tuesday, May 25,
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Don't Blame All Kids
For Faults of Few
By Abigail Van Buren
(C 1976 by Cemago Topa.. N Neves SVW trN
DEAR ABBY: I have to comment on your recent reply to
a letter complaining about the "no children" request on
wedding invitations.
The sad part is that the great majority of today's children
are undisciplined, ill-bred, ill-mannered, uncivilized, noisy,
rude, destructive, dirty little horrors whom even their
parents don't want anything to do with. When they become
teenagers, they add dirty clothes and filthy living habits to
their repertoire. If their own parents can't stand them, why
should others have to put up with them?
That's what two decades of liberal, modern upbringing
and education have accomplished!
It is not entirely the fault of the young people; the
parents will have to share the blame for allowing them to
grow up like animals and permitting the kind of educational
system we now have.
HERBERT E. GORDON: S. EASTON, MASS.
DEAR MR. GORDON: The dictionary defines a
"jeremiad" as "a lamentation, a lugubrious complaint."
You've delivered a beaut. You conspicuously ignore some
admirable qualities and praiseworthy contributions of
today's young people while stigmatizing all of them for the
acknowledged faults of a few. And I object!
DEAR ABBY: After 14 years of marriage, Howard asked
for a divorce. I had a feeling that he had been fooling
around, but then nobody's perfect.
He said he fell in love with a woman he had met at work.
She is 44 and divorced. Howard is 38.
I told Howard I wanted to meet the woman, and if I
thought she was good enough for him, I'd sign the papers
Well, I met her and she was a mess, so I told Howard that
I wasn't going to sign any papers so he could rnarry THAT
I didn't forbid him from seeing her; I just /et the affair burn
itself out. Sure enough, in three months it was dead as a
doornail.
Now Howard is thanking me for being so sensible. Maybe
other women with the same problem can use my solution.
SMART MAMA
DEAR SMART: What will cure some patients will kill
44thers. All generalizations are worthless, including this one.
DEAR ABBY: May i second your excellent recommenda-
tion to NERVOUS WRECK, whose bull-headed husband
refused man iage counseling, was walking all over her and
was teaching her son to do the same
We had a similar situation at our house. I finally sought
counseling Slone because my husband not only refueed to go
with me but also tried to talk me out of it.
Several sessions with a psychiatrist relieved my
depression, and at the doctor's suggestion f signed up for a
course in assertiveness at a nearby mental health clinic.
Well, Abby, our marriage is on an entirely different
footing now. In counseling I was treated as a rational,
sensitive person whose feelings are important, and I came to
view myself that way.
Because I changed, my family's reactions toward me did.
too. They found that I would firmly reject disrespectful
attitudes and actions and that I demanded my rights in any
situation.
My husband now seems like a different man, and we are
both 100 per cent happier. As for me, I'm...
NO LONGER A WRECK
DEAR NO LONGER: Thank you for supporting my
constant recommendation to "get counseling." To some it
may sound like a broken record. To others, a cop-out. But
the mental health clinics across the nation continue to
provide life-saving support for troubled people at a price
everyone can afford to pay. If your marriage is in trouble
and your mate refuses counseling—go alone'
Everyone has a proniem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, Calif. 90069.



















Starts Fri.-"The Missouri Breaks"
Let me be your guide
In the art of love.
7 20 rid
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Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association (mt.)
will meet at University
Branch of Bank of Murray at
seven p.m.
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
at the Lodge Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Work will be in the Master
Masons degree.
Wednesday, May 19
General meeting of the
Memorial Baptist Church
WMU will be held at 7:30 p.m.
at the church. Also meeting at
the same time will be GAs,
RAs, Mission Friends, as well
as youth and prayer meetings.
A fellowship supper will be at
6:30 p.m.
Oaks Country Club Women
will have a ladies day lun-
cheon at noon with Agnes Fair
and Hazel Beale as hostesses.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m.
with Masa Reed as chairman,
and golf at nine a.m. with
Grace James as hostess.
Women of Murray Country
Tuesday, May 18 Club will play golf starting at
Headstart closing exercises nine a.m. with Sue Morris as
will be at the Douglas Corn- hostess.
munity Center at seven p.m.
Thursday, May,20
Tuesday, May 18 BYW of First Baptist
Music Department of Church will meet with Mrs.
Murray Woman's Club will Mike Robertson at 7:30p.m.




Church, will have a potluck
luncheon at the church
library. Officers will be in-
stalled.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Hilman Coles at seven p.m.
Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will have a potluck
supper at Robertson School
cafeteria at 6:30 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon at
noon at the Dexter Com-
munity Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Murray Assenthly_ No, 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
First Baptist Church WMU
Council will meet at the home
of Mrs. Paul Lyons at 9:30
a. m.
Golf Clinic for women will
be at Murray Country Club at
9:30 a.m.
Tuesday. May 18
The Blood River Association
Acteens will meet at Cherry




Club will meet with Mrs.
Lowell Palmer at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship,
First Christian Church, will
meet at six p.m. for dinner
and business meeting.
First United Methodist
Church Men will have a dinner
meeting at 6:30 p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center.
Officers will be installed.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m.
Women of the Moose will
have their executive session at
seven p.m. and business
session at eight p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
luncheon at 12:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with Mrs. Harlan Hodges as
speaker.
Murray Chapter of NARFE
will meet at Triangle Inn a
9:30 a.m.
Men's Stag Night will be at
the Murray Country Club at
6:30 p.m. with James Dale
Clopton, Cecil Farris, Conrad




Russell Charles is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Duncan of Murray Route Six
for their baby boy, weighing
seven pounds ounces, born
on Monday, May 10, at 4:31
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter.
Lisa, age five. The father is
employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company.
Paternal grandmother Is
Mrs. Dorothy Duncan of
Dexter Route One and
maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Duncan of Murray Route Six.
Newsome Home Scene Of Meet
Held By Coldwater Homemakers
The Coldwater Home-
makers Club met
Tuesday, April 20, at the home
of Mrs. Delbert Newsome with
Mrs. Charles Dan Bazzell,
president, presiding and
members answering the roll
call with a consumer tip.
Chiropractors Dr. Richard
Broeringmeyer and Dr. May
Broeringmeyer were special
guests and gave lectures on
"Ways of Keeping the Body
Healthy and Biomagnetism."
The latter is the fastest
growing science today and
results in treatment of human
disorders, the doctors said.
Lessons for the month were
on "Furniture and Its
Arrangement" and "Up To
Date Food Preservation." The
craft; lesson on "Finishing
Aluminum Trays" was




Newel Doores, Dewey Bazzell,
Hugh Adams, Fred Douglas,
Charles Dan Bazzell, Delbert
Newsome, and Ronnie Bar-
zell, and the guests. Children
present were Kelly Adams,
Heather Newsome, Chris







The Baptist Women of Flint
Baptist Church met Wed-
nesday, May 5, at seven p.m.
at the church for the genera:
meeting.
"Japanese Americans" ww
the subject of the prograr,
presented with Mrs. Marttsi
Imes as chairman. She was
assisted by Mrs. Pearl Short
Mrs. Mydelle Rickman, Mrs
June Hopkins, and Mrs. SUP
Miller.
Mrs. Willodean Colson
presided at the business
meeting in the absence of Mrs
Rena Hopkins. Mrs. Robb(
Schroeder gave the call t,
prayer.
Also present were Mrs
Jessie Barrow, Mrs. 1)(..
Bailey, Mrs Jo Miller. an,!
Mrs. Ada Sue Roberts
Vows To Be Read
Miss Rebecca Jean Webb
and John Kendall Peebles
Mr. and Mrs. Bill W. Webb of Selmer, Tenn., announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Rebecca Jean, to John Kendall Peebles of Paducah, son of Mr.
and Mrs. B. R. Peebles of Murray.
The bride's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lancaster
of Selmer, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Webb of Paris, Tenn.
She attended Metropolis Community High School, Metropolis,
Ill., and graduated in 1970 from McNair), Central High School,
Selmer, Tenn.
Miss Webb graduated from George Peabody College for
Teachers in Nashville with a B. A. degree, where she was a
member of Pi Gamma Chi social sorority and was selected to
Who's Who Among American Colleges and Universities. She
participated in the Vwiderbilt-in-Spain program and is presen-
tly employed by the Tupelo Board of Education, Tupelo, Miss.
The groom-elect attended Murray High School and
graduated from Murray State University with a B. S. degree.
While at Murray State, he was a member of Sigma Chi social
fraternitis He is employed by the Atomic Energy Commission,
Paducah.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Sunday, June 27, at
3:30 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church, Selmer, Tenn.
A reception will follow immediately after the ceremony at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to the wedding and the
reception.
Golf Line-ups For Ladies Day
At Murray Country Club Given
The line-up for Ladies Day
Golf on Wednesday, May 19, at
the Murray Country Club has
been released by Sue Morris,
golf hostess. Persons who
cannot play are asked to call
her at 753-6924.
Line-ups are as follows:
No. 1 Tee—Championship
10-16
9:45 — Jerlene Sullivan,
Betty Jo Purdom, and Carol
Hibbard.
9:50 — Evelyn Jones, Betty
Lowry, and Frances Hulse.
10:00 — Phyllis Kain,
Veneta Sexton, and Sue
Morris.
No. 1 Tee — First Flight 18-
25
9:20 — Euldene Robinson,
Alice Purdom, and Nell
Roach.
9:25 — Betty Stewart, Inus
Orr, Elizabeth Slushmeyer,
and Joan Stranahan.
9:30 — Margaret Shuffett,
Euva Nell Mitchell, Toni
Hopson, and Betty Hunter.





Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Don't put all your eggs in one
basket, nor lock the barn door
after the horse is stolen. Stress
your innate common sense. This
(X)ULD be a great day!
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 211 tiki,
An excellent day for all
creative activity. Superiors
may take an extraordinary
interest in your ideas. Make the
most of especially fine in-
fluences.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Real problems are likely to be
confused with imaginary ones:
Look thoroughly over your
schedule and weed out nones-
sentials. Personality conflicts
should not deter good efforts.
CANCER
June 22 to July 2.1) 00
A mixed kind of day in terms
of work. Your ideas are good,
but you can meet with ob-
stacles. There may be more to
do than you expected Take all
in stride.
LEO
k July 24 to Aug. 23)
Some extraordinary offerings
for the takings. Avoid unruly
emotions or notions. This day
calls for your dependability and
competence.
VIRGO
'Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Sidestep deceptive persons
and unsavory ventures. You
could run into both now. Make
your bid for gains and ad-
vancement only through best
use of your talents, convincing
presentation.
LIBRA 1L,r1
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Medicore efforts won't do now
-- especially with so much
competition about. With skillful
maneuvering, however, you can
accomplish more than you think
possible.
SCORPIO




disturbances could throw you
off course if you are not careful,




( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
40,44;
A sense of humor will be
important now. Don't let
irksome matters annoy_ Paying
too much attention to them can
blow them out of proportion.
Laugh them off instead.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Be careful not to misinterpret
others meanings or be mis-
understood yourself. Avoid
hypersensitivity, impulsiveness
and tendencies to bicker over
minor matters.
AQUARIUS
""tAk( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You should be full of bright
ideas now; ready, willing and




Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 X --
Think twice before em-
barking on any new plan or
project; find out if you have all
the necessary data, and if this is
the best time for It. Discreti,)n
needed.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind,
unusual versatility and ex-
traordinary business acumen
You are extremely ambitious --
not, as many Taureans, for
great causes or for the sake of
achievement in itself — but on a
more personal and material
scale. AND, because you have
the tenacity to keep plugging
toward your goals and the
concentration or purpose
needed to attain them, you
usually succeed — often
acquiring a fortune along the
way With all of this stress on
material gain you are, however,
a most philosophical individual
and can take the bad with the
good with considerable equa-
nimity. Along artistic lines, you
have a strong affinity for music
and could make an enviable
name for yourself in this field




Traits to curb: intolerance anc
bossiness. Birthdate of: Se
Bertrand Russell, Eng. philo
sopher, writer; Perry Como
singer, Dame Margot Fonteyn
renowned ballerina; Jacob K
Javits, U.S. statesman
9:00 — Faira Alexander, Sue
Costello, Lou Doran, and Jean
Doxsee.
9:05 — Nancy Fandrich,
Patsy Miller, Rainey
Apperson, and Beverly Spann.
9:10 — Lou Lamb, Edith
Garrison, Sadie West, and
Frances Miller.
9:15 — Rowena Cullum,
Urbena Koenen, Chris
Graham, and Anna Mary
Adams.
No. 4 Tee — Renewal Flight
9:00 — Jenny Hutson, Juliet
Wallis, Ruth Wilson, and
Rebecca Irvan.
9:05 — Judy Muehlman,
Norma Frank, Dorothy Fike,
Mary Watson, and Carla
Rexroat.
No. 7 Tee — Beginners
Flight




9:15 — Vickie Baker, Janice
Howe, Eva Morris, and Clara
Ingram.
Rev. Martin Mattingly Speaks
At Meet Of Methodist Women
The First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
May 4, at ten a.m. in Hale
Chapel of the church.
Rev. Martin Mattingly of
the St. Leo's Catholic Church
was the guest speaker. He
gave an old Irish story, "The
Tinker Tom Lot," in his very
amusing self styled manner,
said Mrs. Buron Jeffrey,
program chairman.
The devotion was given by
Miss Roberta Whitnah before
the program.
The Executive Gommittee




reported on the paper shower
at Lakeland Parrish which is
being quite a success. A letter
1k,n,
was read by Cong. Carroll
Hubbard to the chairman of
the Alice Waters Circle stating
he would endorse the
legislation favoring the
American Indians as they had
asked in letters sent by the
cirlce members.
Refreshments were served
in the social hall prior to the
general meeting at ten a.m.
which was opened with prayer
by Rev. Mickey Carpenter.




secretary, gave her reports
with the Mattie Bell Hays
Circle having the largest
number present. Thirty-seven
members were present.
lie are happy to an •
flounce that Deity Todd.
I, ride-elect of Don
Thompson. has selected
her pottery and crystal
ft. on our complete bridal
registry.
14-The and Poo ore 1,






BUY 3 and SAVE
on PECHGLO by
VAN ITV El-Alit
Once a year you have your chance to stock up on perfect little
Pechglos This famous fabric feels fresh and cool as a fluff of
line powder next to the skin Marvelously soft and absorbent
Wears and wears And launders like a dream
A SHORT PAN'TIE, 6-7, reg. 3.00 140W 3 FOR 7.50
8-9, reg 3.25 each NW 3 FOR 8.25
BRIEF, 4-7, reg. 2.25 each  NOW 3 FOR II.00
8, reg. 2.50 each   NOW 3 FOR 6.50
C BIKINI, 4-7, reg. 2.00 each NOW 3 FOR 5.25
I) 'TUE' PANTIE, reg. 3.00, medium length
NOW 3 FOR 7.50







































































































































































I as a fluff ot
nd absorbent
W 3 FOR 7.50
W 3 FOR 8.25
W 3 FOR 11.00
W 3 FOR 6.50
W 3 FOR 5.25
W 3 FOR 7.50
W 3 FOR 815
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on les are encouraged •
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r ,4 this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
• or site readers who do not agree with IA editorial slander
. -INA to an individual enter in a column to respond
the particular issue being discus ‘ed
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FRANKFORT - Earlier this year
some of the Democratic Party leaders
wanted to repeal Kentucky's new
primary law for presidential elections.
This would have set some sort of a
record for Kentucky by repealing a law
that was never used. It was passed by
the 1974 General Assembly under
Sponsorship of Democrat represen-
tatives and senators. This is the first
year possible to have a statewide
primary since the law was passed.
The standard argument used in the
push to repeal the presidential primary
law was that it comes in May, too late to
be of much significance nationally, and
that Kentucky's delegate strength at
the national party convention is so
small that party leaders should have a
clear choice on whom they would
support.
In other words, some of the Democrat
leaders wanted no direction from the
voting public on this score.
Governor Julian Carroll, howevever,
stood pat on giving the primary at least
one chance in the state.
Putting this argument aside,
regardless how party leaders now feel
about the primary May 25, it has stirred
more interest in presidential can-
didates.
At least six candidates have visited
Kentucky. Democrat hopefuls who
have been here are George Wallace,
Morris Udall, Jimmy Carter and Henry
M. Jackson. Republican visitors have
been Ronald Reagan and President
Gerald Ford.
In addition, the primary has brought
the state national publicity.
Some of the Democratic Party
leaders seemed to fear that Wallace
would win the Kentucky primary. He
was exceptionally strong in Kentucky
early this year. but his strength has
faded since Carter has gained strength
in other state primaries. Gov. Carroll
has endorsed Carter, bringing about a
By S. C. Van Curon
strange situation in his administration.
State Auditor George Atkins came
out early as state chairman for
Jackson. This was before Carroll made
his endorsement. Jackson has stopped
campaigning after early losses.
A presidential candidate, under the
law, must receive at least 15 per cent of
the vote to gain any convention
delegates. Thus, there is an opportunity
that three Democratic candidates or
more could get assigned some
delegates. In the case of the
Republicans, where there are only two
candidates, Reagan and Ford will both
get some delegate strength at Kansas
City.
The delegate votes are bound only for
the first ballot at the conventions, then
the party members may swing to any
candidate they choose.
Wallace was especially strong early
this year in Western Kentucky where he
appeared as one of the chief speakers
along with Governor Carroll at the
Fancy Farm picnic in August.
liepublican,leaders in Kentucky say
the presidential primary is proving
beneficial in rejuvenating the party
after losing the governorship and two
U. S. Senate seats. Republicans met in
Frankfort Saturday to elect a new state
chairman to replace State Senator
Clyde Middleton who resigned the party
position.
The Democrats have their Jefferson-
Jackson Day fund-raising dinner in
Frankfort May 22. Tickets have already
been delivered across the state. The
dinner is a $25 per ticket, but it takes a
$10 ticket to attend the reception just
before the dinner.
Party Chairman Howard 'Hunt has
said the party expects to raise about a
half million on the event. A great
portion of the money willcdo for party






NEW YORK ( API - Should the stock
certificate be entirely eliminated and
replaced by a bookkeeping entry?
That argument has been waged
heatedly in the securities business,
which cannot forget the deluge of paper
that overwhelmed it in the late , 1960s
and actually led to the downfall of many
brokerage houses.
Why keep moving the certificate
itself about? Why not leave it in one
place and simply give the owner a piece
of paper attesting to his or her
ownership. Paper work would be
reduced and fewer certificates would
be lost.
The questions made sense, and now
we are half-way there. Customers have
been urged to leave certificates with
their brokers. And movement of
certificates between brokers has been
reduced by a central depository.
The individual, however, retains the
right to keep the certificate himself,
and many stock owners prefer to do so.
Now there is talk of taking away that
choice by elimintting the certificate
altogether.
But the certificateless society, even
before it gets started, is running into
problems and opposition.
One such problem is that the actual
certificate must be replaced by a
substitute piece of paper - you just
can't eliminate paper, it seems - and
that substitute wouldn't be negotiable,
as is a certificate.
Another problem recently was cited
by Thomas Stanley, vice president of
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co„ who
warned that to seek total elimination
could be construed as another assault
on individual investors.
In his view, the elimination would be
an attempt by the industry to solve one
of its own problems by "invading the
homes" of 25 to 30 million shareholders
who might prize the certificate itself,
not a substitute piece of paper.
These people, he said, have owner-
ship certificates for their homes, cars
and insurance, and certainly are
capable of safely storing their stock
certificates too.
As he sees it, people are entitled to
possession of their stocks, if they so
choose, and they'll rebel against efforts
of the industry to take them away, "and
I don't want to be a part of trying to
force it on them."
As it is, the industry is thought by
many critics to have done enough to
discourage the small or individual
investors who, according to some
sources, including the N.Y. Stock
Exchange, has been leaving the market
place.
Some evidence of this was included in
a current "Report to Institutions" by
the exchange, which noted that $377
billion in corporate stock was in the
hands of institutions in mid-1975. That's
45 per cent of the total.
Of even greater importance seems to
be the trend. Institutional ownership
rose only 1 per cent from 1965 to 1970,
but in the latest five-year period
through part of 1975, it soared 31 per
cent.
At the same time, the exchange





Forget about malpractice insurance
— what we need is scissors insurance
According to the New Zealand Herald.
public hospitals in the Auckland
board's area have lost 1.100 pairs of
scissors in the past three months.
In Norway, a lady scientist has
discovered that tight underwear can
decrease fertility in men because it
increases the temperature.
hEARTEIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems-
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: I worked for the federal
government and have now retired, and
I am drawing my retirement benefits.
Do I have to pay federal income tax on
my civil service retirement?-J.D.
Answer: Usually in the first three
years that you draw your civil service
annuity, you do not have to pay federal
income tax on it. Some people tiave to
pay taxes before this.
You do not have to pay federal taxes
on your civil service annuity until, the
total amount of benefits you receive
exceeds your total amount of con-
tribution you made while working for
the federal government.
The Internal Revenue Service has a
pamphlet , for people drawing civil
service annuities. It is publication 567
and titled "Tax Information on United
States Civil Service Retirement and
Disability Retirement." This pamphlet
is free at any Internal Revenue Service
office.
Heartline: My wife and I turned 65 in
January of 1976, and we started
drawing Social Security benefits then. I
have paid maximum Social Security
taxes every year so my wife and I draw
$561 per month less our Medicare
premium of $13.40 or ts547-60 Per
month. I hear people say they can get
better benefits by buying private in-
surance. I don't see how. What are your
feelings about this? -C.F.K.
Answer: For people who are now
retired or are retiring in the near
future, Heartline could not agree with
you more. A person who retired in
January of 1976 and paid maximum
Social Security taxes every year has
paid $6,865.05 into the Social Security
fund. Since you will receive a cash
benefit of $6,571.20 i $547.60x 12 months)
per-year for the rest of your life, you are .
receiving a very good return on your
dollars invested.
The loudest complaints against the
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray [edger d Times is
pubhshed every afternoon except Sun-
days July 4 Christmas Day Now Years
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St Murrq
Icy. 42071
Second Clots Postage Paid at Murray
KY 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas iteryed
by carriers 52 -2-5 pier month. payable in
advance By moil in Collowpy County
and to Bentlin Hardin, Mayfield, WON;
and Farm,naion Ky and Paris.
Buchanan and Puryear Tenn, $13.00
per year By moil to other destinations.
5.30 00 per yea.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 17th, the 138'
day of 1976. There are 228 days left
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that racial segregation
public schools is unconstitutional.
On this date:
In 1666, Congregationalists from
Connecticut founded Newark, N.J.
In 1792, the New York Sit. k
Exchange was founded.
In 1875, the first Kentucky Derby was
run at Louisville, Ky.
In 1940, the Nazis occupied Brussels,
Belgium in World War II.
In 1961, Cuba's Premier Fidel Castro
offered to exchange prisoners captured
in the Bay of Pigs invasion for U
heavy tractors.
In 1974, six members of the Sym-
bionese Liberation Army were killed in
a gun battle with I,os Angeles police.
Kidnaped heiress Patricia Hearst was
not among those killed.
Ten years ago: Joe Bonnano of the
Costa Nostra, who supposedly had been
kidnaped 18 months earlier, surren-
dered to federal authorities in 7\((
York.
Five years ago: The union of railroad
signalmen tied up the U.S. rail system
in a strike over wages.
One year ago: Thailand formally
expressed indignation that the United
States had used a base in Thailand in
the military action to rescue the
merchant ship Mayaguez from Cam-
bodians.
Today's birthdays: Opera soprano
Birgit Nilsson is 54. Composer Peter
Mennin is 53.
Thought for today: Science
organized knowledge - Herbert
Spencer, English philosopher, 1820-
1903.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, a New Jersey
Presbyterian minister who was a
member of the Continental Congress,
Reverend John Witherspoon, declared:
.. the cause in which America is now
in arms, is the cause of justice. of
liberty and of human nature."
Social Security system are heard from
the younger generation. Some can
actually purchase a disability and
retirement insurance program that
would guarantee them more protection
for their money than what it is offered
today by the Social Security Ad-
Ministration. But Heartline's main
objection to this would be whether or
not a young person would take the
Initiative to invest in a program such as
this and thus protect themselves for the
future.
Heartline: I have been drawing
Social Security for over a year, but I did
not receive my check in April. I have
called Social Security, but do not get
any satisfaction. All I have received are
some letters promising me niy check.
Can you help me?-C.R.T.
Answer: Heartline can help people
with problems pertaining to their Social
Security benefits. Write us a letter
explaining the problem and make sure
you, include the following:
I. Your name and address
2. Your Social Security number
3. Address of your Social Security
office
4 Copies of any pertinent documents
that Social Security has sent to you.
Make sure that you send copies of
your documents and not original
papers. You should never send any
original papers through the mail.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your
questions to Heartline, please enclose a
stamped self-addressed envelope.
Bible Thought
. . . The I,ord said unto him,
Arise, and go into the city, and it
shall he told unto thee what thou
must do. Acts 9:6.
.;When we d. what the I-orti tellsus to do, what we do know to do.
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United States Industrial Council
tODAY'S TOPIC: ECONOMIC APPEASEMENT
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger's
proposal at Nairobi, Kenya, for a multi-
billion dollar "resources bank" is
almost as shocking as his recent speech
at Luzaka, Zambia, in which he urged
aid for revolutionary countries in
Africa.
Addressing the fourth United
Nations Conference on Trade and
Development, Dr. Kissinger engaged in
profoundly disturbing appeasement of
the Third World countries which want
to share America's wealth.
The resources bank, which would
finance production of raw materials in
Third World countries, would depend on
U. S. financial contributions. Moreover,
it would lead directly to international
price fixing for commodities. It would
result in the creation of raw material
cartels similar to the international oil
cartel which has imposed such terrible
strains on the American economy.
Dr. Kissinger has lent his influence to
those who insist on capital transfers to
Third World countries and who call for
international price-fixing of com-
modities. This Kissinger effort is
contrary to the interests of American
taxpayers and consumers. It is in the
interest of the United States that the
marketplace govern prices.
Furthermore, U. S. officials should
urge Third World countries to rely on
private investment and other
operations of the capitalist system, not
on foreign aid and nationalization of
properties owned by transnational
corporations. The only way the Third
World Countries can solve their •
problems is by applying free market
methods.
Valuable background on the issue in
the Nairobi conference appears in a
new study "Congress and The New
International Order" by Edwin J.
Feulner Jr. (Heritage Foundation, 513
C St., NE, Washington, D. C. $3).
Mr. Feulner, a former Fellow of the
Hoover Institution, explains how the
proposals of the U. N. economic
assemblies would damage the U. S.
economy. He points out, for example,
that U. S. policy-makers "are quick to
compromise in the international
bargaining process, saying that
Secretary of the Treasury Sirnon's
vigorous defense of free market
capitalism "is directly contradicted by
man of the concessions made by
Secretary Kissinger."
The truth about the Nairobi meeting
is that it represents another attempt by
Third World countries to redistribute
wealth internationally. They want to
institutionalize commodity cartels that
would cost the American people
dearly. At the same time, they call for
iiicreasea U. S. foreign aid, and project
plans for seizure of the property of
foreign investors. Dr. Kissinger ap-
parently gives his blessing to such a
change in the world order. He would
extend foreign aid to hostile countries
such as the Peoples Republic of
Mozambique, and give away American
technology to Third World nations -
even as they hiked prices and
nationalized properties owned by
Americans. As Mr. Feulner says in his
study, the call of the Third World
countries for "self-determination" is
• 'actually a disguised claim not for
control over one's own resources and
wealth, but for control and possession
of the wealth of other nations and their
citizens."
Clearly, it is very important that
Congress indicate that the Kissinger
compromises to the Third World




dont' reflect the views of the United
States. American consumers want
relief from high commodity costs, not
institutionalization of new international
cartels.
The economic appeasement con-
ceived by Dr. Kissinger is as harmful
as the political and military ap-
peasement he favors on other fronts
g3COMG BOX
10 Years Ago
Shawn Bury, student at Murray State
University and vice-president of Sigma
Pi Sigma, has been granted a research
traineeship in nuclear physics at the
University of Missouri, Rolla, Mo. He is
the son of Major and Mrs. Solon Bucy of
Murray.
Bobby Ray Lee of Murray Route
Four, age eight months, died yesterday
at the University of Kentucky Hospital,
Lexington.
New officers of the Murray High
School PTA are R. L. Cooper, Mrs. C.
W. Jones, Mrs. Harry Whayne, and Mr.
and Mrs. Bethel Richardson.
Miss Carolyn Erwin and Carmon
Max Parks II were married April 10 at
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Wilkerson on May 13.
20 Years Ago
Miss Judy Barnett was selected as
winner of the Anion Foundation Award
for Outstanding Musicianship. This
award is presented each year to a
graduating senior member of the
Murray Training School Orchestra by
the Murray Lions Club.
Deaths reported include Pearl Stalls,
age 57, and Gid Hill, age 68.
Wells P. Martin is scheduled to
graduate from recruit training at the
Naval Training Center, Great Lakes,
Mrs. Jessie Page Crago, Service
Representative of the Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph Company,
Murray, received a six star service
emblem, each representing five years
of service with the company.
Approximately eighty-five persons
attneded the Woodmen Circle Mother-
Daughter observance on May 10 at the
Murray Woman's Club House.




On behalf of the Murray Chapter of
the National Secretaries Association,
International, we would like to express
our sincere appreciation to the local
merchants for the outstanding support
you gave our organization during
Secretaries Week.
The week was truly a successful one.
We are most appreciative of your in-
terest and contributions to our en-
deavors.
We offer this expression of our ap-








The decision by the federal
government to finance the pro-
duction of an adequate supply of
swine e suflupportionis vaccine receivedw
Such plans arose because of
the appearance of a strain of
such a flu virus among U.S
Army recruits during March of
this year at Fort Dis, NJ. This
strain of virus was in-
distinguishable from that which
is generally considered to have
caused the flu pandemic of
1918-19, which resulted in
millions of deaths. This particu-
lar virus a very similar to the
one which causes a respiratory
disease among swine
Antibodies (indicating some
irrimmity) against the infections
occurring during 1918 19 appear
only among some older persons
who were expased many years
ago. Also, a few persons who
wort with hogs tvetennartans,
hog farmers and laborers in-
volved in slatsghtering swine)
By F.J.L Etlassigame, MD
show immune protection by
their blood antibodies The vast
majority of our population ap-
parently have an inadequate im-
munity
Therefore, a program to carry
out a widespread vaccination
program this fall if the swine
virus reappears, makes sense In
supporting the federal plan to
immuntze as many as porcible of
the t".S. population against swine
flu virus. the Committee on In-
fectious Diseases of the
American Academy of
Pediatrics stated its reasons as
follows "Because of (I) the elm
rtence of person-to-person
spread. (21 the absence of protec-
tive antibodies among the great
majority of our population. (31
the pricsibility of a serious na-
tional epidemic. and (4) the early
de(eCt KW% of Ihis new virus'
The committee e planning
clinical studies to gain ackii-
tiodal information on utiluation
of the vaccine in children
Regardless of age. high-risk
groups should be even more cer
lain to receive vaccine protec
bon These Include persons with
heart trouble, chronic broncilial
disease. diabetes mellitus and
other chronic conditions which
lower resistance and vigor
It would he wise to ()EA-ix.%
%non with your physician the
special vaccination program in
case it is needed this fall
Q M ics I inquired some time
ago about suggestions to protect
her aunt's sore heels from
pressure while confinni to bed
(kr remover prompted another
reader Mrs CT to describe a
procedure die found helpful in
managing a similar prohlein
with her Aged father
A. Thank you for your letter
Mrs. CT. in which yOU dee.critie
using large sued disposable
diapers (Pampers), spread out
Blarangame
and free of AT inkl*s. as ad&
banal padding tx-tween the bed
pad and your father's irritated
skin. on which you had appbed
petroieurn jelly (Vaseline) The
sore areas healed promptly
Relief usually comes to such skin
problems by lessening pressure
by soft support avoiding friction
of sheets against dw skin and
keep,* the irritated area clean
Q Mr G.S., who hatarthritts in
his hands, is less than ple_ased
with the safety caps on bottles of
aspirin and want to know if they
have done any good
A Aspirin poisoning deaths
have dropped to about half the
number since the introdirt in of,
safety caps in 1977 according to
the Na- tional Center for Health
Statistics You can make ar
rangements with your droggisi '
to place your aspirin in a con •
tamer without a safety cap if
your arthritis makes ripening the
hottflioditTicult and painful
s







































Los Ang 20 12 .625 -
Cincinnati 19 12 .613 1/2
San Diego 15 15 .500 4
Houston 15 18 .455 51/2
San Fran 11 21 .344 9
Atlanta 10 21 .323 91/a
Saturday's Results
Pittsburgh 4, Los Angeles 2
San Diego at Chicago, ppd.,
rain
Cincinnati 2, New York 0
A lama 3-1, Montreal 1-6
Salt Francisco 2, St. Louis 0,
11 inn,ngs
Philalelphia 2, Houston 1
Sunday's Results
New York 7 3., Cincinnati 5-8
Los Angeles 6, Pittsburgh 0
Montreal 5, Atlanta 4
Chicago 6, San Dlegd -5
St. Louis 9, San Francisco 3
Philadelphia 12;Houston 2
Monday's Games
Atlanta (Moret 0-0 and Mes-
sersmith 0-41 at Houston (Rich-
ard 5-2 and Rondon 0-11, 1 (twit
Pittsburgh (Kison 2-3) at St.
Louis (Curtis 2-31, (n)
Cincinnati (Zachry 1-0) at
Los Angeles ;Sutton 4-3), (n)
San Diego IJones 6-2) at San
Francisco (Barr 1-2) , (n)
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Diego at San Francisco
'Philadelphia at New York,
Irv)
Chicago at Montrel, (n)
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, (n)
A•lanta at Houston, (n)




W L Pct. GB
New York 17 10 .630
Detroit 13 12 520 3
Baltimore 14 14 .500 31/2
Milwkee 11 11 478 4
Cleveland 13 15 _4454 4





















Boston 9, Milwaukee 4
New York 7, Baltimore 3
Detroit 2, Cleveland 1
Texas 6, Oakland 4, 12 in-
nings
Minnesota 5 15, California 2-5
Kansas City 2, Chicago 1, 12
innings
Sunday's Results
Cleveland 4, Detroit 0
Milwaukee 11, Boston 5
Baltimore 7, New York 0
Chicago 4, Kansas City 3
California 5, Minnesota 1
Texas 3, Oakland 2
Monday's Games
Milwaukee (Travers 2-2) at
Baltimore (Palmer 5-4), (n)
New York (May 2-1) at
Cleveland (Eckersley 2-2), (n)
Boston (Tint 4-2) at Detroit
(tOteman 2-2), Iii)
Texas (Singer 3-0) at Kansas
City (Leonard 2 1), (n)
California (Tanana 3-3) at
Chicago (Jefferson 0-0), (n)
Oakland (Norris 01) at Min
nesota (Decker 2-3), (n)
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee at Baltimore, (n)
New York at Cleveland, (n)
Boston at Detroit, (n)
Texas at Kansas City, (n)
California at Chicago, (n)
Oakland a:: Minnesota, (n)
(MURRAY LEMER t;-; TIMEs)
Elocutionist Sets Record To_




Eugene Cashman deals in
futures for a living and in his
avocation -- horse racing -
his future is now.
Elocutionist, purchased by
Cashman as a yearling two
years ago, came off the fastest
pace in Preakness history
Saturday and won the 101st
running of the 13-16 mile
classic by 31/2 lengths as heavy
favorites, Bold Forbes and
Honest Pleasure faded in the
Pimlico stretch.
"There's a great correlation
between buying a yearling and
making a commodity deal,"
Cashman said Sunday,
following a virtually sleepless
night. "A lot of research and
study is involved. You just
don't buy something and hope
it turns out all right."
The 54-year-old Cashman,
one of the world's leading
commodity dealers in
soybeans at the Board of
Trade in his native Chicago,
has been involved in racing
since the early 1960s.
Two years aog, he made the
rounds of the various yearling
sales and purchased some 60
horses for about $1 million.
A difference of opinion
between Cashman and his
trainer. Paul Adwell, at the
Aeros Wrap Up Series
By Edging Past Whalers
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) - Houston
Aeros goalie Ron Grahame
watched enviously Sunday
night as New England goal
tender Cap Raeder magically
turned away shots on goal.
But when the game ended, it
was Grahame who walked off
with a 2-0 victory that moved
the Aeros into the World
Hockey Association cham-
pionship finals for the third
straight year.
"If he played like that all the
time he'd be the best goalie
ever," said Grahame, who
had to turn back only 21 shots
to register his first playoff
shutout this year.
Only Houston's Poul Popiel
and Mark Howe were able to
penetrate the net guarded by
octopus moves of the Whalers'
rookie goaltender.
Popiel scored at 7:40 of the
first period and Mark Howe
gave the Aeros a safety goal at
18:21 of the final period.
The victory clinched the
semifinal series for the Aeros
by a 4-3 margin and puts them
into the World Cup finals
beginning here Thursday
night against Winnipeg. The
second game in the best-of-
seven championship series
also will be here Sunday.
It was the first time the
Aeros had been forced to
seven games in playoff
history.
"I guess it was good for us in
a way," a relieved Aeros
Coach Bill Dineen said. "You
don't get that kind of ex-
perience in league play. The
pressure really was on tonight
and they knew it."
New England, which went
'into the series with the worst
record of any team making
the playoffs, toa the Aeros
right down to the end of the
final game before yielding.
Houston played one of its
worst playoff games in a 6-1
drubbing by New England
Saturday night but rebounded
Sunday with one of its best.
Eight Tigers Qualify
For State Track Meet
Seven boys and one girl
qualified for the Class A State
Track Meet for Murray High
at the Regional Meet Friday
night at Fort Campbell.
First and second-place
winners all qualified for the
State Meet.
Three Tiger boys got first
places. They included Tim
Lane with a 45-01/2 in the shot
put, ftichie Richardson with a
6-1 in the high jump and
Randy Orr with an out-
standing 22.9 in the 220-yard
dash.
Also for the boys, second
place winners included Tony
Boone with a 44-9 in the shot
)ut, Todd Harrison with a 51.8
in the 440-yard dash, Claude
Johnson with a 21.9 in the 180-
low hurdles and Bill McHugh
with a 2:07 in the 880-yard run.
The only Tiger girl to
qualify was Stacy Overby who
made it in two events.
Overby recorded a 9.3 for
second in the 60-yard high
hurdles while in the 110-low
hurdles, Overby was second in
17.8.
Fort Campbell won the
boys' title with 50 points while
Providence was second with
45 and Murray High third with
40. Other scores included:
Trigg County 19, Ballard
Memorial 11, Heath 5, Fulton
City 3, Carlisle County 2,
Crittenden County 2, St. Mary
0, Webster County 0 and West
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In the girls' meet, Fort
Campbell also won the team
title with 77 points while
Providence was second with
29. Other team scores included
Webster County 19, Carlisle
County 15, Murray High 13,
Ballard Memorial 5, St. Mary
5, Trigg County, 2 Crittenden
County 0 and Heath 0.
Murray High had a number
of people who had third and
fourth-place finishes but did
not qualify for the State Meet.
In the boys' meet, third
places included Mike Skinner
with a 41-7 in the triple jump,
Craig Johnson with a 22.0 in
the low hurdles, and the two
relay teams.
The 880-relay team of Lem
  Blanton, Claude Johnson, Bob
Wilder and Randy Orr
recorded a season best of
1:35.4 for third. The mile-relay
team of Grettis Bumphis,
Keith Cartwright, Chris Kurz
and Harrison was third in
3:45.
Fourth places included
Skinner with a 19-8 in the long
jump, Kurz with a 16.9 in the
high hurdles. Orr with a 10.5 in
the 100-yard dash, Dewey
Siegler with a 4:52 in the mile
and Bumphis with a 54.5 in the
440-yard dash.
For the girls, third places
went to Betsy Gore with an
• 18.3 in the low hurdles and
Barbara Campbell ran a 64.2
for third in the 440-yard dash.
Three Tiger girls' relay
teams placed fourth.
The 880-medley team com-
posed of Jennifer Darnell,
Lisa Francis, Jaina Washer
and Campbell recorded a 2:08.
The 880-relay team of Althea
Parham, Darnell, Washer and
Brenda Adams placed fourth
in 1:52.6.
The Tigers' mile-relay team
of Mary Ann Kurz, Francis,
Krista Russell and Campbell
toe* fera7M ;pith-a 4:41.7.
Canadiens Wrap Up Cup,
Sweep Defending Champs
Fasig-Tipton Co. of Kentucky
summer yearling sale, was
settled by an unscientific toss
of a coin.
But since' the flip decided
whether Cashman purchased
Elocutionist or Bold Forbes,
the Kentucky Derby winner, it
didn't violate Cashman's
theory on buying yearlings.
He was interested in both
horses, and Adwell said either
would be a good buy.
Although Elocutionist, who
was purchased for $15,000, had
won eight of 11 previous
career starts and never had
finished out of the money, he
was allowed to go off as a 10-1
shot in the Preakness.
Most of the 62,256 fans and
the racing experts had
expected Bold Forbes and
Honest Pleasure, the beaten
Kentucky Derby favorite, to
dominate the six-horse field
with a wire-to-wire duel as
they did in Kentucky.
But this time, with both
Honest Pleasure and Cojak
giving chase, Bold Forbes
sizzled through the first three-
quarters of a mile in 1:09, one-
fifth of a second faster than
the track record for that
distance, and the pace took its
toll.
Bold Forbes, who as part of
a Laz Barrera-trained entry
with Life's Hope went off at
even money, folded to third in
the stretch, a half-length
behind Play The Red, a 26-1
shot.
Cojak was fourth, a neck
ahead of Honest Pleasure, and
Life's Hope was four lengths
farther back.
Elocutionist completed the
race in 1:55,- One second off
Canonero ifs 1971 record, and
returned $22.20 for a $2 bet. He
combined with Play The Red,
the eighth-place finisher in the
Kentucky Derby, for an
exacta payoff of $347.40.
Cashman said he hadn't
made a decision yet on
whether Elocutionist would
run in the 11/2-mile Belmont
Stakes, the last of the Triple
Crown series on June 5.
"He had a tough race in the
Preakness because he wasn't
that far off the pace,"
Cashman said, "and the
Belmont is tough on a horse."
But then he added, perhaps
significantly: "Of course, the





The Murray State women's
track team came home empty
handed from the national
AWIW Track Meet that was
held in Manhattan, Kansas,
over the weekend.
Competing among many
Olympic hopefuls, the young
Murray squad managed to
reach the semifinals in only
three events.
Freshman Judy Morton
reached the semifinals of the
100-meter dash before bowing
out as one of the top 24 runners
of that event.
Karen Wilson, also a fresh-
man, reached the semis of the
100-meter hurdles. Wilson was
among the top 16 to finish in
that event.
The 440-meter relay team
consisting entirely of fresh-
men, was also knocked out of
the competition after reaching
the semifinals. That team




reported that Prairie View,
Texas, won the overall
competition. There were over
900 competitors at the three-
day event.
GOLF
TAKASAK A, Japan - Nora,
Suzuki of Japan charged into a
first place tie with a six-
undfir-par 66 and then beat
Taiwan's Lu Liang-huan in a
sudden death playoff to win





Through the crush of
newsmen, tired but happy
hockey players and the usual
number of hangers-on, a youth
pushed his way up to Montreal
Canadiens Coach Scotty
Bowman and handed him an
envelope.
The emissary -was Rejean
Shero, whose father's hockey
team, the Philadelphia
Flyers, just had relinquished
the Stanley Cup.
Bowman, siiii6ezed-
space, opened the envelope
and read the words:
-Congratulations on :such a
fantastic season," it said.
-You're truly champions -
not only of the league, but of
the world."
The letter was signed,
-Fred."
Amidst sweaty uniforms,
equipment discarded for the
final time this National
Hockey League season and
standing on a floor doused by
champagne, the Canadiens'
coach looked at the boy and
said, "Thanks."
Indeed, Montreal is the
champion, its 5-3 triumph over
the Flyers Sunday night
removing the final obstacle to
their ascension. It was their
12th victory in 13 postseason
games and fourth in a row
over the Flyers, the team they
set out to unseat so many
months ago.
It was left to goalie Ken
Dryden to place the series
sweep in perspective. Sitting
shirtless in his cubicle, sipping
a soft drink while the others
quaffed champagne, Dryden
paused and spoke.
"Probably, in retrospect, in
two or three weeks from now,
people will say the Canadiens
won the Cup easily. They
won't realize that every game
was a close game; every
game was basically a one-goal
game."
Those thoughts were echoed
in the somber silence of the
Flyers' dressing quarters.
"All four games were
probably the best played
games in the Stanley Cup
finals in a long time. But,
unfortunately, when people
look at the record books in the
future, they'll just see that we




Thus lost in emotion was the
record 80th goal of the
campaign by Flyers right
wing Reggie Leach, who
capped a playoff which earned
him the Conn Smythe Trophy
as the Stanley Cup's Most
Valuable Player by scoring
for the 19th time in 16 games to
give his team a lead it couldn't
hold.
Lost in the emotion was the
fact that NHL President
Clarence Campbell had
delivered the chalice to an
eagerly awaiting team cap-
tam for the 30th and last time.
Buried in history just a few
hours old was the gutty
performance of Philadelphia
netminder Wayne Stephenson,
who approached the in-
credible in facing Montreal's
awesomely potent attack.
It ended the way it had
started, with Leach scoring in
the first minute of play as he-
had done when the series
began the previous Sunday
night. Their backs to the wall,
the two-time champion Flyers
produced their best effort of
the set and twice went ahead.
"But it still wasn't enough,"
observed Philadelphia center
Bobby Clarke, who played
with ligament damage in his
right knee but never com-
plained. "We worked so hard,
but we're second best and that
hurts. When you have won and
then gained the finals only to
lose, you have to consider the
season a failure."
It had not been through lack
of effort. Trusty Kate Smith,
whose "God Bless America"
anthem had in the past lifted
the Flyers to peak per-
formance, showed up in
person with an awesome
record of 44 victories, just four
defeats and a tie to her credit.
She left the Spectrum with a
two-game losing streak.
And Leach continued his
redhot scoring, tallying when
the game was just 41 seconds
old - the only goal of the
game's first six that didn't
come on a power play.
"But we lost," said Leach.
"We thought we could take
them at least six before we
went out, even when we were
down, 3-0 in games."
It seemed they would
manage a triumph. After
Steve Shutt tied it for Mon-
treal and Pierre Bouchard put
the Canadiens ahead, Bill
Barber brought the Flyers
even and defenseman Andre
Johnny Rutherford Sews Up




.'ohnny Rutherford, the 1974
winner, was asked before last
year's Indianapolis 500 if he
was going to make it two in a
row.
He shook his head no.
Then he raised three
fingers.
"We didn't make it; we
finished second - but only
because we got rained on
before we could catch Bobby
Unser," Rutherford ex-
plained, adding in his Texas
drawl, -but we aim to make
up for that this year."
Rutherford certainly seems
headed in that direction after
winning the pole position for
the May 30 running of the $1
million race.
Rutherford, whose one-lap
and four-lap track records of
199.071 miles per hour and
198.413 m.p.h., set in winning
the pole for the 1973 race,
would indicate he knows the
fastest way around the 21/2-
mile oval, had to wait almost
20 hours after his run Satur-
day to have his speed of
188.957 m.p.h. confirmed as
fastest.
During that time, there was
the threat that Al Unser. the
1970-71 winner, would better
the speed in his backup car.
The younger of the racing
Unser brothers qualified his
front-line mount at a disap-
pointing 186.258 m.p.h. after
guessing wrong on a last-
minute chassis change.
"There was no doubt in my
mind that Al could run 189 in
his other car. He proved that
in practice," Rutherford said.
"But the question was: Would
he be willing to gamble,
withdraw the one car, and try
To Join Field
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP
-University of Tennessee has
invited St. John's, Southern
Methodist University and
LaSalle to its 11th annual
Volunteer Basketball Classic
here Dec. 17-18.
In addition, the Vols will
participate in the Utah Classic
in Salt Lake City Dec. 10-11,
according to Bob Woodruff,
Tennessee athletic director.
The University of Utah will be
host and other teams are San
Franciico and California.
MOTORCYCLING
MUGELLO, Italy - Paolo
Tordi, 28, and Othello
Buscherini, 25, both from
Italy, were killed in separate
accidents during world
championship racing.
to do better in the second
one?"
Unser was willing, but the
car wasn't up to it.
After clutch problems and
finally a water leak in practice
early Sunday before the
remaining pole position
qualifying started, Unser's
crew reluctantly parked the
second Parnelli-Cosworth and
stood with the earlier speed.
"I honestly never believed
that time would stand up,"
Rutherford said of his run,
worth $10,000 Mimed ately and
an undetermined amount of
commercial endorsements in
the next two weeks.
Virtually everyone in
Gasoline Alley had expected a
speed of at least 190 m.p.h.,
even as high 194 m.p.h., would
be needed for the pole.
"This valve is hurting
everyone a lot more than they
thought it would," said U.S.
Auto Club Technical Director
Frank DelRoy of the new
power-limiting device
required on all cars this year.
"They're all fouled up."
Mike Mosley, who retired
last August and un-retired in
March, led second-day
qualifiers Sunday, and
secured a fourth row spot in
the 33-car lineup, with a speed
of 187.588 m.p.h.
Bobby Unser, the defending
champion, made it in behind
Mosley with a speed of 187.520
m.p.h. He also was kept back
one day by a blown engine.
Vern Schuppan was the
fastest rookie to qualify so far
with a speed of 182.011 m.p.h.,
good for the sixth row.
Over-all, nine drivers
qualified Saturday and 14 on
Sunday. But there is a chance
some of the slower drivers
could be bumped in final
qualifying runs next Saturday
and Sunday.
Still hoping to qualify is
Janet Guthrie. However, she
first has to pass her rookie
test, which she will take some
time this week.
Dupont potted a rebound to
give Philadelphia a 3-2 lead.
"But winning the Cup is the
only thing that matters," said
Montreal center Pete
Mahovlich, who scored the
third of three consectuve
Canadiens' goals to ice the
verdict with just 4:44
remaining. "We had an in-
credible year, but it wouldn't
have meant anything if we
hadn't won the Cup."
So, with just 11 seconds left
in the middle period, Yvan
Cournoyer tied it 3-3 by netting
a Larry Robinson rebound,
and with 5:42 left in regulation
time, Guy Lafleur capped his
best season by converting a
Mahovlich pass to give the
Canadiens the 19th title of
their 59-year history and their
first since the 1972-73 season.
"It's the greatest feeling in
the world, skating around with
the Cup in your hands," said
Cournoyer, who has done it
before. "We just played it
game by game - in fact, shift
by shift."
And that was enough.
Without full strength per-
formances from Clarke, right
wing Gary Dornhoefer, and
center Orest Kindrachuk, and
being without the injured Rick
MacLeish, the Flyers found no
reserve power when they
reached for it.
"You can come up with 100
excuses," said Clarke, "but
they were the better team this
year."
. To Meet Picks




champions, will oppose their
top three draft picks, in-
cluding first-round choice
Bennie Cunningham, when
they face the College All-Stars
July 23 in Chicago.
Cunningham, a 6-foot-4, 255-
pound tight end from Clem-
son, was among the 54 players
named Saturday to the All-
Star squad, to be coached by
Ara Parseghian.
Other Steelers draftees
chosen were center Ray
Pinney, a 6-foot-4, 239-pounder
from Washington; and
quarterback Mike Kruczef, a
6-foot, 196-pounder from















Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
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Auburn Claims First
SEC Golf Crown Ever
DECATUR, Ala. tAr-
Auburn has claimed its
first-ever Southeastern
Conference golf championship
with well-balanced team play
led by Buddy Gardner, who
finished behind Florida's Phil
Hancock in the race for top
individual honors.
Auburn, which held or
shared the lead during three
rain-plagued days at the
Burningtree County Club's
par 71 course, claimed the title
with a team total of 1,096.
Alabama was second and
four strokes back with 1,100.
Louisiana State was third with
1,101.
Hancock, a senior, suc-
cessfully defended his SEC-
individual golf title. He fired
the best round of the tour-
nament, a 67 Sunday, to give
him a total of 207, six under
par.
Gardner, who carded a 68
Sunday to lead Auburn's
winning charge, was second
with a 211.
In team play, the rest of the
field finished this way:
Georgia in fourth with 1,105,
Florida 1,116, Tennessee 1,121,
Mississippi 1,127, Mississippi
State 1,142, Kentucky 1,152
and Vanderbilt 1,198.
• Auburn shared the opening
round lead with ISU and took
a three stroke lead over ISU
and Georgia into Sunday's
final round. The winning total
was based on the best five
individual totals of the six
man teams; Auburn's top five
scored between 211 and 229 to
grab the crown.
Behind Hancock and
Gardner in individual points
were Alabama's Tab Hudson
at 212, Mitch Adcock of
Mississippi State at 214 and
Rick Karbowski of
Alabama and Tim Simpson of
Georgia at 215.
(sit I{ Ay LEDGER IP TIMES ) Cinderella Suns Knock
PORTS  Out Champion Warriors
Auburn Rips Wildcats
For SEC Baseball Title .
AUBURN, Ala. AP?—
Auburn set its sights on
the college baseball world
series today after sweeping
Kentucky in a doubleheader
Sunday to cap a comeback for
the Southeastern Conference
crown.
Auburn; which lost the
opener of the best-of-three
series to The Wildcats last
week, blanked Kentucky 6-0 in
the first game of the twinbill,
then ripped out a 14-6 victory
in the nightcap to claim the
SEC championship.
It was Auburn's seventh
league title and, to Tiger
Red-Hot Phillies Like
Playing In Astrodome
By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
The Philadelphia Phillies
have found their home away
from home. It's called
Houston.
Last year, the Phils finished
second in the National League
East by only 61/2 games. One
reason was that they found life
rough on the road, winning 35
games and losing 46.
This year, though, the Phils
are real happy to be someone
else's guests. They've played
12 games away from home
thus far and won 11 of them,
including the last 10 in a row —
and they lead the division.
On Sunday, they completed
.L- three-game sweep in
Houston, bombing the Astros
-12-2. They got six runs in the
second inning and made it
easy for Steve Carlton, who
came through with his. second
straight lix-hit • Complete-
game performance.
In the rest of the NL, Burt
Hooton's four-hitter carried
Los Angeles past Pittsburgh 4-
0, Montreal beat Atlanta 5-4,
Pete Falcone's five-hitter
against his former San
Francisco teammates helped
St. Louis to a 9-3 victory,
Chicago shaded San Diego 6-5
and, in a doubleheader, New
York defeated Cincinnati 7-5
before the Reds bounc,x1 back
and took the nightcap 8-1.
"We've had a great road
record so far this season,"
said the Phils' Greg Luzinski,
whose two-run single chased
Houston starter Tom Griffin in












Philadelphia sent 10 men to
the plate in the burst, getting
run-scoring singles from Dave
Cash and Larry. Bowa and
sacrifice flies from Bobby
Tolan and Jay Johnstone
before Luzinski's hit capped
it.
Carlton struck out four and
walked two en route to his
third complete game and the
Phils' third straight complete-
game victory.
Dodgers 6, Pirates 0
Steve Garvey and Joe
Ferguson each doubled in a
three-run sixth inning that
carried Hooton and the
Dodgers past Pittsburgh and
Jerry Reuss.
Expos 5, Braves 4
Third baseman Jery
Royster helped throw away a
possible Atlanta victory by
giving the Expos one run
oturight hi the ninth inning
and giving Pete Mackanin the
chance to double home
Montreal's winner.
Larry Parrish led off the
ninth with a walk and Tim Foil
beat out an infield single to
third. And when Royster's
throw sailed over first base,
Parrish scored, Foli went to
second, then Mackanin
doubled him home.
Cardinals 9, Giants 3
Falcone gave up a couple of
first-inning runs before set-
tling down to beat San
Francisco. Reggie Smith's
three-run homer, ending an 0-
for-29 slump, and two RBI
each by Lou Brock and Ron
Fairly provided more than
enough support.
Cubs 6, Padres 5
Rick Monday wasn't in
Chicago's starting lineup
because he had the flu. So he
saved his energy for one swing
of the bat, a three-run pinch
homer in the sixth inning that
catapulted the Cubs past San
Diego.
Mets 7-1, Reds 5-8
Cincinnati Manager Sparky
Anderson got his 600th career
victory, thanks to Dave
I
TENNIS
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — Top-
seeded Jimmy Connors
continued his domination of
Ken Rosewall by posting a 6-1,
6-3 triumph to capture the
$150,000 Alan King Tennis
Classic.
Concepcion's four runs batted
in and Cesar Geronimo's three
in the nightcap that gave the
Reds a split with the Mets.
Two-run homers by Ed
Kranepool and Joe Torre
helped unbeaten Jon Matlack
chalk up his fourth victory
with a seven-hitter in the
opener. Matlack also drove in
two runs with a double and an
infield single.
Coach Paul Nix, raised
memories of their last one in
1967. That Auburn team
finished third in the NCAA
baseball world eries.
This Tiger contingent heads
for Tallahassee, Fla., and the





After the opening loss to the
Wildcats in LeXington, said
Nix, the Auburn team "was in
shock. But on the plane home,
our kids got themselves back
together."
Auburn pitcher Joe Beck-
with limited Kentucky to otillt
two singles as he handed the
Wildcats their first shutout of
the year in the crucial first
game of Sunday's twinbill.
That meant a third and final
game would be played, but it
was over almost before it
started. Steve Rea cracked a
three-run homer in the first
inning, Auburn stormed
across eight runs in the second
and it was 12-1 and out of
Kentucky's reach going into
the third.
For Kentucky, Randy
Gipson hit two home runs and
Jim Sherrill hit one, but 12-6




The Phoenix Suns are just
one step away from donning
the glass slipper.
The Suns, a collection of
rookies and trade acquisitions
who were given little chance
in their semifinal playoff
series against the powerful
Golden State Warriors, wrote
another chapter in their
Cinderella story Sunday by




achieved on the Warriors'
home court in Oakland, gave
the suprising Suns a 4-3 vic-
tory in the best-of-seven series
and a berth in the NBA finals.
Boston, meanwhile, put a
crimp in Cleveland's hope of
dupltOkeing Phoenix' success
story by beating the Cavaliers
99-94 to take a 3-2 lead in the
other NBA semifinal series.
The Cavaliers, making their
first playoff appearance ever,
must win Tuesday night to
stay alive.
"Maybe the Phoenix Suns
are this year's Warriors,"
said a dejected Al Attles,
coach of the dethroned
Warriors, whose team could
score just 41) points in the
second half against Phoenix'
aggressive defense.
"We had a hot streak and
the ball just wouldn't go for
them," said Phoenix Coach
John McLeod. "We couldn't
let them run. They beat us
when they do that. We had to





The Detroit Tigers gave
away free jackets., ,The,x_
should have handed out
blindfolds.
-This was probably the
least exciting game we played
all year," said Detroit
Manager Ralph Houk. "Too
bad we couldn't give them a
real good ball game."
A sellout crowd of 51,650
jammed Tiger Stadium
Sunday, looking for free
jackets and a look at the new-
look Tigers.
The Tigers, victims of a 19-
ganae.losing streak enroute to
the worst record in baseball
last year, were a different
animal thus far this season,
clawing their way to second
place in the American League
East.
But the Tigers the fans saw
Sunday bore a close
resemblance to the caged
pussycats of last 9ear, Jackie
Brown of the Cleveland
Indians, a refugee from the
bullpen, fired a four-hitter in
taming the Tigers 4-0. Alan
Ashby knocked in three runs
for the Indians.
And to make matters worse,
some of the fans didn't receive
their jackets. Although 30,000
jackets were distributed,
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Tuesday at Calloway County
High School.
In the upper bracket,
tournament favorite
Livingston Central drew a bye
and will play the winner of the
Murray High-Fort Campbell
contest which will be held at 1
p.m. Tuesday to open the
tourney.
In the lower bracket,
Hopkinsville drew a bye and
will meet the winner of the
Calloway County-Caldwell
County game which will be
played at 3:30 p. M. Tuesday.
The semifinals will begin at
1 p. m. Wednesday and the
championship tilt is to begin at
4 p. m. Thursday.
In case of rain, everything
will be moved back a day.
Umpires for the tournament
are Jamie Washer, Tom
Brazen and Richard Burgess.
Admission will be one dollar
for adults and 50 cents for
students.
Clayton Hargrove is serving
as the tournament manager
EQUAL HOUSING
LENDER
there were some fans who got
cards enabling them to get
their jackets at a later date.
Elsewhere in the American
League-7 the MilwaVitee
Brewers stopped the Boston
Red Sox 11-5; the Baltimore
Orioles blanked the New York
Yankees 7-0; the Chicago
White Sox shaded the Kansas
City Royals 4-3; the Oakland
A's nipped the Texas Rangers
3-2, and the California Angels
beat the Minnesota Twins 5-1.
Brewers 11, Red Sox 5
Alex Gramrnas switched
Don Money from the leadoff
spot to the No. 2 position and
the Milwaukee third baseman
responded with four hits,
including a two-run homer and
a two-run double, as the
Brewers ended a seven-game
losing spell.
The loss snapped the Red
Sox' four-game winning
streak, which had followed
their 10-game losing spin.
White Sox 4, Royals 3
Veteran Clay Carroll
smothered Kansas City on five
hits in 6 1-3 innings of relief but
the Royals said he was
smothering the ball with spit.
"No, it's just the way I hold
my fastball," said Carroll
"But I don't mind letting the
hitters think I throw one.
Orioles 7, Yankees 0
Baltimore pitcher Ken
Holtzman, formerly of
Oakland, tossed a five-hitter
at the Yankees. Mark
Belangei stroked two singles
and two doubles, driving in a
pair of runs.
A's 3, Rangers 2
Texas starter Steve bar:
threw wild pitches to first and
home to produce the winning
run and committed a balk to
depth and we did it with team
defense."
Paul Westphal and Gar
Heard led Phoenix with 21
points apiece and Alvan
Adams, the fine young center
who won Rookie of the Year
honors, added 18 points and
grabbed a career-high 20
rebounds.
Rick Barry was high for
send home an earlier run.
In the seventh, pinch-runner
Larry Lintz raced from first to
third when Barr's pickoff
throw went astray. Lintz then
came home on Barr's wild
pitch, breaking a 2-2 tie.
Angels 5, Twins 1
Don Kirkwood pitched a
seven-hitter for his first
victory of the year and Bobby
Bonds drove in two California
runs.
Bonds was held hitless but
knocked in one run with a
sacrifice fly. The other scored
when he was hit by a pitch
with the bases loaded. Bonds
has 15 RBIs in his last 11




Sue Roberts was grinning with
relief Sunday after narrowly
winning the Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tournament with a five-under-
par 211. "I'm glad I didn't
have to go into a playoff. I've
never been in a playoff," she
said.
She had good cause for
worry as four tough com-
petitors finished on her heels
with four-under _212s. In the
second-place bunch were all-
time. LPGA high money
winner Kathy Whitworth, last
year's teurnament chafnpion
JoAnne Carner, 24-year-old
Hollis Stacy and Carole Jo
Skala.
The victory gave Miss
Roberts $6,400 of the $45,000
purse while second place was








Golden State with 20 points but
had only six in the second half
and said, "You can't score
when you don't have the ball.
It's very disappointing, but
it's too late now. We had
enough chances to win, but we
just didn't take advantage of
them."
Phoenix trailed by eight
points early in the third
Roof Signs
With Murray
Murray State has recorded one of its biggest recruiting
victories ever.
Gene Roof, a 6-3, 190-pound senior at Paducah St. Mary,
inked a combination baseball-basketball scholarship with
the Racers Sunday.
Thoroughbred baseball coach Johnny Reagan signed
Roof to the scholarship.
Roof was recruited by many schools, including the
University of Kentucky. Roof is almost certain to be a
high choice in the professional baseball draft but with the
inking of the scholarship, it means he will simply choose
to go to college instead.
His list of credentials is quite impressive. In basketball,
he averaged nearly 26 points per game his senior year and
was named to All-Region and All-State teams. He was
voted as the MVP in the First Region.
In four years, Roof averaged 21.0 points per game and
scored 2353 points in his career.
For three years, Roof played as a third haseman before
moving to shortstop this season. Roof also pitches.
He hit .464 this season and he bats from both sides and
throws right.
Roof had his baseball and basketball numbers retired
this year, an accomplishment which might rate as an all-
time first in the area.
"He's the best high school hitter I've ever seen," said
St. Mary baseball coach Denny Potts.
"As far as hitting is concerned, he can play with
anybody.
-Basketball-wise, he has potential to become a great
college player. I'm sure Coach Overton will be anxious to
get him.
"But the main thing about Gene Roof is that he's a bet-
ter person than he is an athlete and that just goes to show
you what kind of young man he is," Potts added.
Reagan said Roof is as good as anyone that's ever
signed at Murray State:
"He's one of the best around, we couldn't be more
pleased. He has an excellent bat and fine speed. He can
also play lust about anywhere on the field." Reagan ad-
ded.
Overton was out of town and could not be reached for
comment.
Roof becomes the first baseball recruit to be signed at
Murray State and the llth basketball recruit.
period. But baskets by Adams
and Westphal snapped a 70-70
tie in the opening moments of
the fourth quarter and started
the Suns on a 10-2 burst that
put them ahead to stay.
Cleveland, meanwhile,
battled the Celtics all the way
to the wire before bowing in
the nationally-televised game
at Boston Garden. With the
Celtics leading by just one
point, 93-92, in the final two
minutes, rugged Paul Silas
tipped in a missed shot by'
Dave Cowens to give them
some breathing room and the
Cavs never caught up. .
-The difference from being
a hero and a bum was the
great play by Paul Silas," said
assistant coach John Killilea,
who guided the Celtics after
Tommy HeinSohn was ejected
in the third period.
Cowens led the Celtics with
26 points, playing the entire 48
minutes, and Jo Jo White
added 22. Jim Cleamons
topped the Cavs with 18 points
and Campy Russell had 17.
Boston can move into the
finals against Phoenix with a
victory at the Coliseum
Tuesday night. Should
Cleveland win, it will go down
to Game Seven at Boston
Friday night.
After costly and extens.ie
tfeatment failed this skin
ease was believed incurable A '
this point, Neppy deck ceengi-
medicine was used with dramat
success For minor skin irritation',
e g hot spots ecxema
HAPPY JACK SKIhr BALM
lear liquid with fragrant °do -
ams NO hevachloidiiheriv










• The SX-70 excitement at a
new low price.
• You get a hard, dry color
picture that develops as










9-9 Mon.-St. - 753-8777
1-6 Sun.
New Super Shooter
• Electric eye and electronic
shutter for automatic expo-
sure control.
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Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
The first thing Mother
Nature does when some of
her creatures have been
treated to doses of poisons is
to find an antidote. Usually,
she attempts to breed a
stronger strain to resist or
become immune to the
poison. For this and other
good reasons, no gardener
likes to indulge in chemical
warfare to reduce insect
populations. Under certain
circumstances, however, he
has little choice. Insect pests
sometimes become so numer-
ous, stubborn, and damaging,
it is either use poisons or lose
a crop.
To mitigate adverse condi-
tions possible in the use of
insecticides, UK Extension
entomologist C.M. Christen-
sen recommends using the
mildest preparations available
that have been proven effec-
tive for the specific problem
at hand. As one wouldn't
start out squirrel hunting
with an elephant rifle, he
shouldn't use strong poisons
to slay bugs when mild ones
will do the trick.
Christensen also advises
that, in the preparation and
application of chemicals, to
read and carefully heed all
directions on the container.
Don't add a jot or a tittle
extra for added punch. Do
exactly as the manufacturer
recommends, else the plant
may be eradicated along with
the insect, and Mother Nature
provoked to swifter action to
establish the status quo.
Never use chemicals, he
adds, when non-chemical or
mechanical methods will do.
For example, never spray a
whole potato patch when a
few Colorado beetles are
found only on one or two
plants. Pick them of,f by
hand, drop them on the
ground, and stomp. Applica-
tions of poisons to forestall
problems are not too effec-
tive and could result in
greater problems.
And what kind of pesti-
cides are there? Well, there
are contact poisons, such as
Malathion, that kill soon after
they are sprayed on certain
bugs. Captan, Maneb,
Ferbam, and Bordeaux mix-
ture are contact poisons
effective as fungicides. Then
there are stomach poisons
like Sevin. When an insect
pest such as the Mexican bean
beetle eats the foliage upon
which Sevin has been dusted
or sprayed, it dies.
Christensen also points out
that alertness to and proper
identification of insect prob-
lems are necessary in
achieving insect control. By
proper identification and
evaluation of the problem,
pesticide use can be
minimized.
For better and much more
complete information of
insect control through the use
of chemicals, the gardener
can secure a copy of the UK
College of Agriculture publi-
cation "Insect Control for
Home Vegetable Gardens"
(ENT-18). For this and other
valuable materials on garden-
ing, see your county Exten-
sion agent.
Ag-safety Tip
Each principal farm build-
ing, including the home,
should have a fire escape
plan—the quickest way to
evacuate in case of an
emergency, advises Farm
Safety Engineers at Sperry
New Holland. Each family
member and • employee
should be familiar*with it.
Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner Bobby Meador, Mgr.
41111•1111111111111111111111. 
Soybean Growers






















(USDA) has amended tobacco
inspection regulations to in-
clude an additional warehouse
representative on the Flue-
Cured Tobacco Advisory
Committee. This addition
brings the total membership
to 36.
The amendment, to become
effective May 14, resulted
from USDA's approval of a
request from Piedmont Flue-
Cured • Warehousemen's
Association, Inc. of Danville,
Va., for representation on the
committee. Officials of
USDA's Agricultural
Marketing Service ( AMS I
said the action, which raises
the number of warehouse
representatives to eight, will
result in more adequate
representation from all seg-
ments of the industry. Eight
buyers and 20 producers also
serve on the committee.
The committee recom-
mends opening dates and
selling schedules for the flue-
cured marketing area to help
the Secretary of Agriculture
snake equitable assignments
of tobacco inspectors to all
auctions designated as
markets for hue-cured
tobacco. Under the Tobacco
Inspection Act, tobacco must
be officially inspected in order
to be sold at auction on any
designated market.
Amended regulations also
provide for the appointment of
36 alternates to serve on the
committee with full voting
rights in the absence of
members.
The amended regulation
appeared in the May 14
Federal Register. Copies are
available from Tobacco
Division, AMS, Room 502-
Annex Building, USDA,




MUSCLE SHOALS, Ala. —
An idea which took root in the
Tennessee Valley 41 years ago
this spring is continuing today
to improve agricultural
practices both in this Nation
and abroad.
The concept is the test-
demonstration farm — a
program which was
inaugurated jointly in 1935 by
TVA and the land-grant
universities of the seven
Tennessee Valley states.
The name of the program
described what it was
designed to do — "test" new
experimental TVA fertilizers
and "demonstrate" the
benefits of fertilizer use to
local farmers. Farmers
became the third partner in
the arrangement, because the
testing and demonstration
was done on individual farms.
When the test-
demonstration program
began in the Tennessee
Valley, most farm incomes
were very low, and soils
depleted by planting of row
crops — corn, cotton, and
tobacco — year after year.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Even though the average
price was down, flue-cured
tobacco growers received a
record $1.5 billion for their
1975 crop, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture says.
In a booklet reviewing the
1975 marketing season, the
USDA pointed out that flue-
cured growers received
record high prices for their
leaf in the 1974 season, but a
bigger volume of tobacco last
season pushed the crop's total
value to the record high.
The Eastern North Carolina
Belt recorded the highest
average price last season of
$101.16 per 100 pounds and the
North Carolina Middle Belt
had the lowest of $97.28. In the
1974 season, the highest was
$106.40 on the Old Belt and the
lowest was an average of
$102.85 per 100 pounds on
Georgia and Florida markets.
The average price for the
entire 1975 crop was $99.90 per
100 pounds. This was $5.16
below the 1974 average, the
USDA said. Sales in 1975
amounted to more than 1.4
billion pounds and growers
were paid more than $1.4
billion.
the 1975 crop was down from
1974. There was a drop of 8.7
per cent in fair and good
marketings with a
corresponding increase in low
and poor.
Tobacco was marketed in
five areas by types. Area A
was Georgia and Florida
markets for Type 14 leaf. Area
B included Type 13 tobacco
grown in coastal South
Carolina and the southeastern
counties of North Carolina.
Area C represented eastern
North Carolina, primarily the
coastal sections which
produced Type 12. And, Type
11 was grown principally in
the Piedmont sections of
North Carolina and Virginia in
the Old and Middle Belts.
This had left hillsides bare to
winter rains and erosion.
More than half of the
region's cleared land needed
erosion control measures, and
over a million acres had been
abandoned. Average income
per farm worker was less than
$200 per year.
The TVA test-demonstration
program was designed to help
reverse these trends. Working
through the state universities
and their county agricultural
agents, the massive
demonstration program
stressed sound use of fertilizer
and other beneficial farming
practices. The face of the
Valley began to change as
skeptical farmers watched the
land grow more productive on
their neighbors' test-
demonstration projects.
The use of fertilizer and
lime enabled farmers to
replace row crops on hillsides
with pasture and hay, holding
the soil against erosion. Drop
yields increased and livestock
took on a healthier ap-
pearance and grew faster.






(USDA) has amended animal
import regulations to require
use of the "Coggins" test to
assure that horses imported
into the United States are fre,'
of equine infectious anerm.
( EIA ).
Changes in the feder)
regulations also removed te
requirement that horses
imported from Mexico pass a
seven-day port-of-entry
quarantine at the border.
Quarantines for horses im-
ported from Mexico had been




into the United States.
However, that disease has
been eradicated in Mexico and
quarantines are no longer
deemed necessary.
USDA's Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service
(APHIS) adopted these and
other changes after con-
sidering public comments on
amendments as proposed in  
the Nov. 26, 1975 Federal
Register.
Dr. M. J. Tillery, regional
director for APHIS'
Veterinary Services, noted
that the Goggins (agar-gel-
imunodifusion ) test has been
officially accepted by the
agency since 1973 for
diagnosis of ETA (or swamp
fever). Thirty-seven states
and many race tracks now
require negative Coggins tests
on all horses coming under
their jurisdiction. The test,
developed by Dr. Leroy
u*oggins of Cornell University,
is the first practical means of
quick ETA diagnosis.
Other amendments were
also made primarily to clarify
the present requirements for
tests against other equine
diseases—dourine, glanders
and equine piroplasmosis —
and to specify quarantine
requirements more clearly.
These regulations will








stration farms as the nucleus
for broad education efforts.
Over the past three decades,
hundreds of visitors from
developing countries have
visited farms in all parts of the





climbed. Sales of farm
products in the 125 Tennessee
Valley counties now top $1.5
billion per year — 13 times
greater than what they were
in 1934. Sales per harvested
acre are now about $400,
compared to the national
average of $265 per acre.
Over the years the test-
demonstration program
spread to other states, many
of which faced some of the
same problems found in the
Tennessee Valley. Under its
congressional mandate, TVA
introduced new fertilizers
nationwide. Thousands of test-
demonstration farms were
established throughout the
Nation, in practically every
state.
Fewer farms are needed to
day — there were about 800
demonstration farms in 22
states last year. Fertilizer
introduction is Still part of the
program, but emphasis today
is on more efficient farm
management.
Test-demonstration farms
continue to demonstrate new
ideas that can be used by




.often will use a few demon.4.
Don't buy till you've driven the First








PAll -ups. Ale wheelbase mattes Scour Ter..
may to handle and helps Mak* 10, • V•10011k do •
4•Areeel three' ewes you Mai fru r.
•YASAIrlrly lo tool you Wye/Awe you owe 090•
• • ouAre
Taylor Motors, Inc.
So, 4th St. 753-1372
Billy Paschall Dan Shipley
Successful Farmers Do Business With
THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
Bel-Air Center -5 1-4751
Sooner Or Later You'll Own International
1/111 And Once You DoYou'll Come Back
As Stuart Huckoby Did!
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Handling ease and comfort
are standard
Three all new Panther ill models
from Steiger! All with a new longer
wheelbase. Excellent stability.
A smooth ride. Twenty hour fuel
capacity. Quick-response steering
means just five turns lock to lock
in 51/2 seconds at an idle. Pressur-
ized, 2-door Safari cabs are stand-
ard . . . so are Season Tamer
heater/air conditioner and AM/FM
stereo radio and tape deck. When
it comes to power, take your choice
CUMMINS 310 HP




Turbocharged inline 6 diesel.
Call us today for a test drive
Then you can climb up and feel the
big power, handling ease and com-




WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
UNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 & SEDALIA ROAD - HAYFIELD
tjPHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5:00 P.M. - PHONE 753-7452




ATLANTA, Ga. — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
, USDA) has proposed
revisions in regulations
governing inspection of flue-
cured tobacco to clarify the
rules for compliance with
scheduled sales opportunities




which oversells its allotted
poundage must be back in
compliance at the end of the
second succeeding sales day
or it will lose tobacco in-
spection and price support
services on the third suc-
ceeding sales day.
According to James W.
York, Director of the Tobacco
Division of • USDA's
Agricultural Marketing
Service, this regulation was
interpreted to mean that a
warehouse would only lose one
day of sales opportunity no
matter how much it had
oversold. York said that this
was not the intent and the
proposal is meant to clarify
the issue.
The proposed revision states
specficially that a warehouse
which oversells its allotted
poundage must compensate
for the oversell. An adjusted
sales schedule will then reflect
3 reduction in sales op-
3ortunity and if the warehouse
again oversells, only one sales
:lay will be allowed for it to
come into compliance. If the
warehouse does not comply, it
will be denied tobacco in-
spection and price support
services on the second suc-
ceeding sales day.
Copies of the proposal are
available from Tobacco
Division, Agricultural
Marketing Service, Room 502.
Annex Building, U.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. 20250.
Written comments may be
submitted in quadruplicate to
the Hearing Clerk, Room 112-
A, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.
C. 20250 until May 26. Com-
ments will be available for
public inspection in the office
of the Hearing Clerk.





Wheat Standard Revision Proposed
ATLANTA, Ga. A
revision of the U. S. standards
for wheat has been proposed
by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA).
According to officials of
USDA's Agricultural
Marketing Service ( AMS),
one proposed change would
allow a newly developed
purple-colored wheat to be
designated as "Unclassed
wheat," a classification not
available in the current U. S.
wheat standards.
Red Durum wheat would
also be designated as
"Unclassed wheat" under the
revision, because Red Durum
is no longer grown com-
mercially in the United States.
Other changes included in
the proposed revision would:
—Modify inspection
procedures so that the amount
of heat-damaged kernels,
damaged kernels (total), and
foreign material would be
determined on the basis of a
wheat sample free from
A Consumor Tip
t, JR.' Extension Specialists at
1 ,-,e UK College of 
Agriculture
It you have the time, sea-
son vegetables and prepare
sauces for them yourself.
Frozen vegetables with sauce
or butter added—or those
boil-in-the-bag vegetables--are
usually more expensive than
plain frozen vegetables, UK
Extension foods specialists
•e
dockage and shrunken and
broken kernels;
—Delete the three sub-
clas-Res of Hard Red Winter
Wheat, retaining only the
class designation;
—Adjust the limit of heat-
damaged kernels in the U. S.
No. 1 grade from 0.1 to 0.2 per
cent;
—Delte the special grade
"Heavy wheat;"
—Require that the grade
certificate list percentages of
Western White Wheat, Un-
classed Wheat, and Mixed
Wheat in the "Remarks"
section;
—Require wheat containing
more than 0.1 per cent ergot to
be graded as "Ergoty wheat ; "
and,
—Eliminate the special
grade "Tough wheat "
AMS officials said that the
proposed changes are needed
to bring U. S. wheat standards
in line with current production
and marketing practices.
The proposed revision was
published in the April 27
Federal Register. Comments
may be submitted in duplicate
to the Hearing Clerk, Room
112.A, USDA, Washington, D.








00.0 by .1.mr,, (o' e. Pr ryde.
(4,,,o,9,. Comm row.
Copies of the proposed
change and the current U. S.
wheat standards may be
obtained from the Grain :
Division, AMS, USDA,
Washington, D. C. 20250.
ATTENTION
MR. FARMER
Can My Spouse Establish
An IRA Account?
Your working spouse may establish a
separate IRA, too, provided he or she is not
currently a participant in a employer-
sponsored plan.
How Much Can I
Contribute To My IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual
contribution of $1,500 or 15 per cent of
wages, whichever is less. Of course,
smaller amounts can be contributed each
year.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
It's 'savings time, with
special prices on these ...
and other new high-performance MF models.
Buy now and Buy now and Buy now and
SAVE SAVE SAVE
$1500® $1600® $1 700N
Stop by soon for all the details on other Summer Savings
 Specials!
Stokes Tractor &






/ PATIENCE, ULRICH. HE'LL
PROVIDE GOOD sPoRT IN
THE ARENA.  
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SfILM67 HMG? RPM? NA TAPS PAYOFF
Mark [leverage
quit loading trucks
and went to school.
Mark Elm erage didn't like tt.•
vvork he did, sw he learned to do
the work he liked. You Cando the
same There are over one million
techniv al opportunities available
in t his country right now.
Send tudty for your free rec•
,,rd and booklet, "You Can Be
More Than Are" by Tony
Orlando arid Dawn.
3'ou'll hear some great music
and find out htm you can start a





ral A Putwic Senoc• of
n Newsp os aper
Toe gln9 C0444C11
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 3 Serving dish
1 Weakens 4 Bristle
5 Ready 5 Symbol forcalciummoney 
91Mountain 6 In music
12 River in high
Africa /Bishopric
13 Toward 8 Possessive
shelter pronoun
914 Extinct gird Soap plant
15 Win9ed 10 
Learning
17 Frights 11 Free ticket
19 Sagors lc ol - 18 Bitter vetch
, log) 18 Climbing
2.1 TrertinCtiOrtg ,,, pair'
22 Posed tor "Light i 009 1.7racing Wits 321n additionportrait 
24 Edible fish 22 Part of fire- 33 A
pportion
22 Symbol for place 35 Parent (col-
' tellurium 23 Danish island log I
28E qua' 25 Nautical
'X) Turn inside mout 26 Iposture
32 Pilot ' to 29 Disprove
be 31 Note ot












































36 Improves 51 Ocean
40 Bishop s 53 Cover
headdress 54 Pigpen
42 Corded cloth 57 Symbol tor
44 Withered krypton
1 1 '3 4',..:'.5
'....'....





15 lb ;ii7 is
•".7.77/.1
,.•.`...,:.;



























































pickup truck tires, Hi-
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply.
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +

















on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 7 5 3-
1916 and 753-1917,









  NO MATTER HOW SENSATIONAL
CUR GOVERS ARE -OUR RIVALS CC;me UP
WITH SOMETHING OUST AS
TAKE HIM
TO THE SMITHY., •
TO BE 'SHACKLED.
THEN BRING HIM








3 h• p. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 h, p. chain
drive, $189.95 All with B





spices and extracts. Has





Harold Brinkley, P. 0.
Box 1645, W. Memphis,
Ar,. 72301.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manger, 753-
5550.
WANTED: CIA & MLT.
Immediate openings.
First and second shifts.
Phone 2r,esend resume
to: Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital, P.
0. Box 410, Princeton,








uLRICH WHAT lS THKS


















force and we need
two representatives
in this area. No can-
vassing. Qualified
leads supplies free. If
you are the right per-
son, you will be
trained in our suc-
cessful method of
sales. If you are 21 or
over, and willing to
work hard to earn






form car pool to
Paducah. Call 753-4024
after 5 p. m. Urgent!!
12 Insurance













492-8280 after 6 p. m.
WANTED HAY_ Call
after 6,753-0058.
15. Articles For Sale
19" MAGNAVOX color
TV 142 years old. Like
new I-2 original cost.
Ariens 25" riding
mower, 5 h. p. good
condition, $125.00. Two
gold colored bar stools.
it price. Call 753-1566.
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.




sizes 10 to 16. Call 753-
3785 after 4 p. m.
PLAY PEN, BABY BED,
and porta-crib. Stroller,
Electrolux floor
polisher, 2 quilt tops,
ladies dresses - size 12
and 14, like new. Men's






34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 + 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" - 37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 39.58 + 3.15
FE Tax. 1.R 78 x 15" -








K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
5,000 WATTS Khroler
power plant and two
10,000 BTU roof mount
air conditioners. For









bean poles. Can be seen
at 609 Sycamore.









bed. 840.00. One couch,
$35.00. One boat with








and Service, 500 Maple



















MOWER, two row Ford
pickup planter. J. T.
Taylor Route 4, Murray,
Ky. Phone 753-4922.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing













Like new. $350.00. Also
Air Camper car top tent.
$150.00. Call 753-7276.
1971 RUNABOUT, NEW
back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
18' 1974 STARCRAFT
bass boat, Bill Dance
pro model. 1972
Evinrude 85 h.p. motor.
1974 Moody Manufac-




condition. $3,000. Can be
inspected at Hughes &
Gregory Law Offices,
204 South 6th, 8:30 a.m. -














A complete home treat
merit for l'isrmrles




Raimecky GAI 1 247 9341







Plastic put under house.








100 South 13 Street
Flies Roaches





ONE PHILCO 12,000 BTU
air conditioner, $75.00.
One 35mm camera with
135 mm lens. One pocket
scanner, has antenna
and adapter. $50.00. Call,
753-7429.
RE.X'S WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 7321, red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7232.
TRUCK LOAD TIRE
Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed
G70X14" or 15"- 25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.
1.80i14" or 15" - 30.46 +
3.58. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
NICE 10 x 50 all electric',






WEED EATER, $29.95, to
$69.95. Spin Trim, $54.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.




19" PORTABLE TV with
stand, good condition.
Call 753-4012.
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.




lot. Located on Route 6,
Box 58A, Pottertown
Road. Call 753-4869 after
5 p.m.






Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, all electric. Call





BTU to 5,000 BTU. We




Thomini A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199 95 17,000
BTII t289.95 20.000 BTU
$319 95. 23,000 BTU
$349 95 26,000 BTU
$384.95. Wallin Hard-
ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn,









GARAGE for rent. Call
436-5560.
31 Want To Rent
-
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.







Dr. New York, NY 10027
WOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with, backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
















heat and air, patio,














central heat and air.
stove, refrigerator and
water furnished






















34 Houses For Rent
HOUSE-Sublet for
summer, 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, walk to campus
$250 month, includes
bills. Call 753-5906 after
THREE BEDROOM
OLDER house with




36. For Rent Or Lease
TWO ACRES DARK
tobacco for rent. Barn,
ground broke, and
disced. 100 yards of
plants ready to set. Call
after 6 p. m, 753-7654.
37 Livestock - Supplies
PER
U7 and 24 blood
Simmental and Maine-
Anjon bulls. All bulls
ready for service, also
tt blood Limousin and
Chianina cows with If4
blood calves at side.
Broadbent Farms,
Cadiz, Ky. Phone =-
5182 night 235-5170.
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37 livestock - Supplies
FOR SALE - choice beef
from Angus-Hereford
calves, grain! ed 6
months. Approximately
250 lb. sides, 70 cents per













lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
Of=111114°
HAVE HOUSES will tell -
Three new 3 bedroom,
brit** homes with 2
baths, central heat and
air, carpets, built-ins in
kitchen, one with
oversized 2 car garage, 2
with 1 car garage. Two
have 1575 sq. ft. living
area and one1900 sq. ft.
Prices drasticly reduced
for quick sale, four





this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just eight for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real






home with plenty of
shade trees. Five acres
of pasture under new
fence. Four outbuildings
and deep well, 2 miles
East of Murray on
Lassiter Rd., 4th house
on right. Call 753-8500 or
474-9735.
AN OFFER YOU CAN'T
REFUSE. Four
bedroom, 2 bath frame
home on Vine
Street.Carport, electric




peting and wall paper.
Complete basement
apartment can be rented
for profit. So hitch up
your shoulder holster
and come by 105 N. 12th,.





Until you se* Otis 'pestling
2 bedroom /rmist• 90
wiry new i4.,o hin ger
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heat and air, large
wooden deck-patio, 2 car
attached garage. Just
listed and priced in the






Jim Adams Food Liners
Invitation To Bid
The Murray Natural Gas System and City of
Murray, Kentucky, will receive bids for the con-
struction of a metal warehouse building until
12:00 p.m. on the 28th day of May, 1976, at the
Gas System Office, City Hall Building, Murray,
Kentucky, at which time bids viill publicly be
opened and read aloud. The project consists of
furnishing materials and constructing a
warehouse. All necessary labor, materials,
equipment, tools, and services required for com-
plete installation shall be included in the ha_
bid. Alternate bid consists of furnishing
materials required for complete construction
and delivery of materials to construction site.
Proposed forms of Contract Documents, in-
cluding plans and specifications, are on file at
the Gas System Office, City Hall Building. 5th
and Poplar St., Murray, Kentucky. The City of
Murray reserves the right to reject any or all
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90 ACRE,S 8 miles from
Murray on Elm Grove
Rd. Has good tobacco
barn, 30 acres cleared
and tillable, 35 acres






located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our
office. We like to talk
REAL ESTATE.







Owner will finance on
land contract, $400.00
down, balance 8 per cent
interest for 36 months.
Payments would be only
$63.00 per month.
Contact KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main, 753-
1222.
WATERFRONT LAKE
Barkley lot in Rock-




Dr., Route 3, Cynthiana,
Ky. 41031. Call 606-234-
6130.
ONE ACRE LOT ON 641
South, 2 miles from
Murray. Call 753-7867.
46. Homes For Sale
Brightly decorated

















23 acres on Highway 121,
home has been com-
pletely redecorated and
remodeled. Really




















1975 HONDA XL75 and
1975 Honda XL 100. 9375






1974 HONDA 750, lots of




Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premium
grade, guaranteed
A713x13" - 15.994-1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 4
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 2.27. F78x14"
18.95 4- 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 2088. 2.58
1178x15" - 21 88 4, 2.80




X IP X 30 3171
it orrIV ! "
47 Motorcycles
1974 CB360 HONDA, real
nice with extras -less
than 1000 miles. Call 436-
2548.
, YAMAHA 250 DT Enduro.
. This bike moves.
$475.00. Call 753-6706.




Silver, new tires. $2,000.
Call 753-3833.




1965 CHEVY two door
hardtop, extra sharp.
Call 753-8242.









Corona, 2 door. $1075.00.
Call 489-2595.
1972 INTERNATIONAL
3'4 ton pickup. Long





Sunway 111/2 ft. self-
contained camper. Call
502-436-2569.







can be seen at
Trenholms Restaurant
1971 VOLVO 4 door, 134
Series, 4 speed, good
condition, great on gas.
Call 437-4738.
1972 CAMINO,power




must be seen to ap-








$1,300. Call 753-6711 after
3 p.m.
1971 "Jeepster Com-
mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, $1,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 VW SQUAREBACK
air conditioned, one















4124, South 4th Street
Across from hi ,
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER








and dirt. Call 437-4533,








When yew need I.uppliet
equipment or service roll us
°mum) is stool we know
btit We Nave steam cleonerl
and other cleaning equipmeni
for rent or rf you prefer *1
5th CIt5 oyiits• (pfpets and
lea
753- 7753
JUNK CARS picked up,
scrap iron. Call 753-6477.
Marshall and Calloway
County.
YES, WE ARE GOING to
GENERAL BA(KHOE be hauling hay again
work, white gravel, this year. Call 753-6477._















drapes, you pay onlv
for material used.
Over 150 patterns, 15
per cent off during
month of May only. P







drying. Call 753-5827 or
753-9618.
KIttBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds
In business, homes.
and institution rugs






and exterior by the
hour or job. Free
estimates. Call 753-
8343.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling
Call 753-7370 or 753-
4156.
I'M LOOKING
For a particular type man or woman in this area25 years of age or over preferred, who's in-terested in making $300-$500 a week. Must bewilling to accept training that will move tnem in-to management. This position provides rapid ad-vancement, excellent training, outstanding in-
come and the usual fringe benefits, including
hospitalization. This is an ideal position with a





normitoy 1711i from II sm. too 1 p.a. ma S pAs to 7 pm.Toonoley It* from I I CM, 9111 1 pm. mod 5 pm. to 7 pa. lid































$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
mill road across bridge


































24 hour service, portable
and aluminum welding
formerly J & B Welding.
Call 436-2590.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic, tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
PAVING DRIVEWAY,













home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
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Bandi's Welding
753-0521 Industrial Rood Murray 7.53-65011
Dial-A-Service
,;-1-14
Tha alphabetized page will run %eekly from




any Dog groomed and bathed.



















t ial, industrial &
!tefrigeration.












If you do not receive
our paper please call
753-1916 I
























Bill Houghton. Rte. 6,
Box 68
If it has an engine we







Iii mos slum. lam loam
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Prices start at $386.00.
•omplete. floored,
ready to use.
Large stock to chociee
to order  1
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I Deaths and Funerals ,
Services Sunday
For Mr. Rickman
Funeral services for James
Corbitt Rickman were held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Jackson Funeral
Home, Dukedom, Tenn., with
Bro. End Caldwell and Bro.
Jerrell White officiating.
Music was by Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Cherry' and Leland
Peeler.
Pallbearers were Frank,
Bobby, Ronnie, John Mark,
and Scott Rickman, and
Danny Davis, all grandsons.
Honorary pallbearers were
great grandsons. Burial was
in the Morgan Cemetery near
Palmersville, Tenn.
Mr. Rickman, age 85, died
Friday at 10:20 p.m. at the
home of his son, Johnny Rick-
man of Murray. He was a
retired fanner of Dukedom,
Tenn., and a member of the
Zion Hill Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Zelma Frields Rickman;




Fulton; two daughters, Mrs.
Joe Morton, Murray, and Mrs.
Cecil Davis, Dukedom, Tenn.;
two brothers, Edd, Murray,
and Farris, Palmersville,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Otho
Glover, Dresden, Tenn., and
Mrs. Ella Charter, Norfolk,




Of Mrs. Euin Lee
Mrs. Hettie May Bradford of
Paducah, mother of Mrs. Euin
(Ruth Lee of Murray, died
Sunday at 1:05 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She was 85 years of age, a
member of the Immanuel,
Baptist Church, and a former
employee of the Claussner
Hosiery Company, Paducah.
She was the daughter of the
late James and Susan Rigor,
Pope County, Ill. One brother,
Rodney Rigor of Goodland,
Kansas, died last Tuesday.
Survivors are four
daughters, Mrs. Lee of
Murray, Mrs. Hazel Potts of
Paducah, Mrs. Florence
Haynes of Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Grace Alquist of Canoga
Park, Calif.; one son, Cetil
Bradford of Belding, Mich.;
two sisters, Mrs. Grace
Wagner and Mrs. Ethel Rezer
of Golconda, Ill.; one brother,
Hillis Rigor of Elgin, Ill.;
twelve grandchildren; twenty
great grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews including
Bob Randolph of Murray.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah, with Dr.
Billy Hurt officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in Maplelawn Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after twelve
noon on Tuesday.
MISS YOUR PARR?
Seitscribert ate have net
received their home
delivered awry el The
Marra ledger & Tams ley
5 30 p Monday Friary or
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At Her Home Here
Mrs. Hardin W. (Martha
Frances) Wrye of Murray
Route Eight died this morning
at 5:55 at her home. She was 74
years of age and was preceded
in death by her husband,
Hardin Wrye, in 1959.
Her death was attributed to
a self inflicted gunshot wound,
according to Max Morris,
coroner for Calloway County.
She had been in ill health.
Mrs. Wrye was a member of
the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. Born September 2,
1901, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late




( Moela ) Minton, Cincinnati,
Ohio, Mrs. Claud (Berlene)
Wolfe, South Bend, Ind., and
Mrs. Harold ( Barbara) Gibbs,
Princeton, Ind.; one son, Pat
Wrye, Mt. Carmel, Ill.; eleven
grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Clovis Byerly,
Mrs Etta Dick, and Mrs. Doc
Boggess, all of Murray, Mrs.
James Hammon, Sebring,
Fla., and Mrs. Leo Romero,
Philadelphia, Pa.; two
brothers, Guy Dunn, Detroit,.
Mich., and Rudy Dunn,
Mayfield.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete but friends may
call at the Max Churchill




Final rites for Ronald
Sonny) Dodd were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Colernan
Funeral Home with Rev. John
Bradley and Bro. John Dale
officiating and the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
singers providing the song
service.
Serving as pallbearers were
Thomas Dale Dodd, Max
Dodd, Roger Mayer, Gerald
Alton, Logan and Albert Dodd,
Buddy Alton, Dan, Don,
Darren, and Billy Dodd, all
nephews. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Dodd, age 44, died
Thursday at 9:20 p. m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn. One brother,
Everton Dodd, died in July
1971.
Survivors are his wife,
Mildred, mother, Mrs. Nora
Dodd, stepdaughter, Mrs. Bill
Clinton, stepson, Gary Dan
Lamb, five sisters, Miss
Sylvia Dodd, Mesdames
Winburn Alton, Amos Sumner,
Ophelia Mayer, and Virginia
Parker; sister-in-law, Mrs.
Matre Lee Dodd; three
brothers, Jack, Cletus, and




NASHVILLE (AP) — A
college student from Paris,
Tenn., leaped five floors to his
death Friday minutes before
an appointment with his
psychiatrist, police said.
Daniel R. Gooch, 21, a
student at Murray State
University, left the
psychiatrist's office saying he
was going to the bathroom,
investigators said.









Good May 17 through
Way 31
The Showcase






The funeral services for Will
Belcher are being held today
at three p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Horne with Rev. Otis Jones
and Rev. Terry Sills of-
ficiating. The music and song
service is by Mr. and Mrs.
Tilghman narrow with Mrs.
Maurita Livers, pianist.
Serving as pallbearers are
David Belcher, Danny
Belcher, Bobby Stephens,
Micky Cochran, James T.
Belcher, and David Gibson.
Burial will be in the Spring
- Creek Cemetery.
Mr. Belcher, age 95, died
Saturday morning at his home
on Benton Route Three,
Kirksey community. His wife,
Mrs. Henrietta Jones Belcher,
died August 17, 1972. A retired
farmer, he was born August
19, 1880, to the late Mr. and
Mrs. W. T, Belcher of
Calloway County.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Margaret Cochran, Olive
Street, Murray; four sons,
Robert, Paducah, James H.,
Almo Route One, Howard P.,
Bellville, Ill., and Urban,
Benton Route Three; seven
grandchildren; six great
grandchildren. A daughter,
Mary Belcher Blakely, died in
1937, and a son, Billy Jones
Belcher, died in 1929.
Uncle Of Murray
Persons Is Dead
Word has been received of
the death of Rodney B. Rigor
of Goodland, Kansas, who died
there last Tuesday at the age
of 81. He was the uncle of Mrs.
Euin Lee and Bob Randolph of
Murray.
Funeral services were held
Friday at the chapel of the
Koons Funeral Home,
Goodland, Kansas, with Rev.
Elmer Hartwell officiating.
Burial was in a cemetery
there.
Survivors are his wife,
Ambie, twd daughters,
Mildred and Norma, two sons,
Glen and Wayne, three sisters,
Mrs. Ethel Rexer and Mrs.
Grace Wagner, Golconda, Ill.,
and Mrs. Hettie Bradford,




The funeral for Mrs. Lula
Ulyea Alderson is being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. John
Marine of Detroit, Mich.,
officiating. Her son-in-law,
Dan Marine, is singing a solo
with Rev. Marine, his father,
as accompanist. Mrs. Olivene
Erwin is the organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Dale Barnett, Gary Wicker,
Wayne Wilson, Bill Adams,
Charles Kemp, and Don
Burton. Burial will be in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Alderson, age 68, died
Friday at 2:30 p.m. at a
convalescent home in
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. Her
husband, Joseph Cody
Alderson, died January 14,
1968. Born July 18, 1907, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late William
Wicker and Mamie Roberts
Wicker. She was a member of
Elm Grove Baptist Church,
Murray.
The deceased is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Dan (Ann)
Marine, Oak Park, Mich.; two
sons, Tom Alderson, Fraser,
Mich., and Joe Alderson,
Madison Heights, Mich.; one
brother, Pat Wicker, Murray
Route Six; eight grand-




Federal State Market News Service May
17, 1476
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipt.. Act 1274 Fst 500 Barrows &
Gilts fully 75 lower Sows 50 looter
US 1-2 200-230 lb. 941125-43 75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs $(775-4 25
US 2-4 240-2001bn 946 75-47 75
US 3-4 260-2110 lbs *4375-4673
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Ihn 939 O0-40 00
US 1-3 300-450 lb. $40 00-4100
lLS 1-3 450-650 Ibis  W 50-41 50
US 2-3 300-5001b. 111O 00-39 00
Boars 33 00-35 03
An orange sponge cake tastes
delicious frosted with orange ic-
ing Use a little butter, con-
fectioners' sugar and orange
luice for !he icing
-
Thursday, May 6, was election day at Murray Middle School. With the help of Coun-
ty Court Clerk, Marvin Harris, the students, grades five through eight, used the voting
machines to elect their Student Council Officers for the 1976-77 School Year. Elected
to office were President, Scotty Orr, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Orr, Vice-President,
Mark Austin, son of Dr. and Mrs. Clegg Austin, Secretary, Michelle Harris, daughter of
Mrs. Joan Capo and Treasurer Paul Austin, son of Dr. and Mrs. Clegg Austin.
Staff Photo by frank Gonzales
Three-Year Bans Proposed By
Federal Highway Administration




federal-aid highway work by
five individuals and three
companies allegedly involved
in a 1969 bid rigging con-
spiracy involving a Kentucky
project.
Administrative hearings are
scheduled for next month on
the eight proposed bans
Also, Kentucky Tran-
sportation Secretary John C.
Roberts has said he is
awaiting further action in the
federal cases before deciding
to ban the firms from bidding
on state-funded projects.
The federal agency
proposes bans against Jack E.
Ruth, Georgetown, Ky.,
Dr. Richardson
To Speak May 27
At Hopkinsville
Dr. Sylvia 0. Richarcbun,
an associate clinical professor
of pediatrics at the University




evaluation division, will be
speaking at the Hopkinsville
Community *College at 7:30
p.m. on May 27.
Dr. Richardson received the
Learning Disabilities Award,
the highest award of the
Association for Children with
Learning Disabilities and was
awarded Oklahoma's first
Pioneer Award for her efforts
on behalf of Children with
Learning Disabilities.
Dr. Richardson was one of
the Forum speakers at the
Kiwanis International Con-
vention in Atlanta, Georgia.
Interested individuals are
invited to come and hear Dr.





An APSL Workshop will be
given by the Reading
Research Foundation,
Lafayette, Louisiana, at the
First United Methodist
Church, 214 South 8th St.,
Mayfield, Kentucky, May HI
and 19.
Miss Margaret Shedd will
instruct directors, teachers,
and tutors who will be working
with dyslexic and
hyperkinetic students.
Parents of these students may
also attend.
Workshop for the in-
troductory book will be May 18
from 8:30 a. m. to 3:30 p. in.
Advanced Workshop, Book I
and II, will be May19,-trom
8:30a. m.to3:30p.m.
All parents having dyslexic
or hyperkinetic children are
urged to attend these
workshops as research has
found new ways to help these
children by diet and structure.
Directors, teachers and
tutors working in the Mayfield
APSL Research Summer
School must attend the
workshop. The six week
summer school session begins
June 7 and closes July 16 This
school will be located at the
First Christian Church, Ssuth
9th Street, Mayfield. Ken-
tucky.
president of East Kentucky
Paving Corp.; Kentucky Road
Oiling Inc., Lexington,
another firm with which Ruth
has been affiliated; Eph
Hoover of. Donelson, Tenn.,
president of Hoover Inc.;
And against Hot-Mix Inc.,
another Hoover-affiliated firm
in Cionelson; John T. Jenkins
Jr., Nashville, vice president
of Hoover Inc.; Robert S.
Jones, North Ridgeville, Ohio,
sales representative of
Standard Slag Co.,
Youngstown, Ohio, and James
B. Allen, Winchester, Ky., and
The Allen Co., Winchester.
The highway administration
issued three-year bans ef-
fective April 1 against East
Kentucky Paving, Hoover,
Inc., and Standard Slag.
The conspiracy involved
1969 bids on construction of a
section of Interstate 64 in
Rowan and Carter Counties.
The government alleged
that:
—The original low bidder,
Hot-Mix, agreed to withdraw
its bid and not to rebid,
allowing East Kentucky
Paving to get the contract on
second bidding.
—Eph Hoover was
rewarded for the withdrawal
through sham stone hauling
contracts for which Hoover
Inc. was paid $938,558 through
Standard Slag though the
actual hauling was done for
$502,475 by a subcontractor.
The Allen Co. and Kentucky
Road Oiling, which were not
indicted, submitted "inflated"
bids as part of a scheme to
generate excess profits in the
second bidding.
A later civil suit contended
that the bid-rigging raised by
$684,130 the cost of the project,
which was funded 90 per cent
with federal road tax dollars
and 10 per cent state.




scheduled at the First
Assembly of God, South 16th
Street, Murray, has been
changed from May 19-23 to
May 26-30, according to the
pastor, Jerry Hendley.
Bro. Hendley announced the
change in dates and urged the




Prices of alockg a local urterest at now
today furnished to the ledger & Times by
I M Simon Co ere as follows
Industrial Avg.  -7.24
Al fon ZPii -4s
Amer. Motors 51/2 sac
AT&T 56% +39
Ashland Oil 11% +%
Ford  5714 -%
Gen Motors 011% -%
Gen 'lire 19% -46
Goodrich 27'. +3/4
Gulf Oil    25 -%
Pennwalt 3454 -1-46
Qua ker Oats 25S .14
Republic Steel 36% -L.
Singer 20% uric
Tappan 10% -%
Western Union IT% uric
Zenith 32 -44
Prima W sleek elt local Sara at noon
arr. today. fernighad to the Ledger &
news by First gg Widigen. Corp. of
Murray, areas lame:
U.S Homes +%
Kai/linen /5 Broad 83,4
Ponderosa Systems 
Kimberly Clark 40% -%
Union Carbide 7296 -1/2













dicted four companies and
four individuals in 1973 on
conspiracy charges. East
Kentucky Paving, Hoover Inc.
and Standard Slag entered no
contest pleas last September
and were fined the maximum
of $10,000 each, while charges
against five other defendants
were dropped.
Murray Country Club To
Hold Membership Meeting
A special meeting of the
general membership of the
Murray Country Club has
been called for 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 18, at the
clubhouse for the purpose of
considering a proposal for
additional construction at the
club.
The board of directors will
recommend to the mem-
bership that two new tennis
courts be constructed just
south of the present courts and
Miss Clark Winner
Of Pageant Award
Miss Connie Clark, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy G. Clark
of Benton, participated in the
Miss U. S. A. pageant as Miss
Kentucky at the event held at
Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
Saturday night.
The Benton girl tied for the
award of Miss Amity which is
chosen by the other con-
testants at the pageant. She is
the granddaugher of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Clark of Henry,
Tenn., and Mrs. W. P.
Willoughby of Puryear, Tenn.
Winner of the title, Miss U.
S. A., was Barbara Elaine
Peterson of Edina, Minn. The
pageant was televised on
national television.
The U.S. attorney's office •
filed a civil suit that was later
settled for $500,000, with East
Kentucky Paving paying
$100,000, Hoover Inc. $225000
and Standard Slag $175,000.
The three bans and eight
proposed bans were issued
last March.
Lawyers for the three
companies against which bans
were effective April 1 were in
Washington last week trying
to persuade the highway
administration to ease or drop
the bans.
that a parking area be ap-
proved for the area between
the new and the present
courts.
The cost of the unlighted
courts will' include fencing,
paving of the parking lot, nets
and other related materials.
Every member of the club is
urged to attend or to be
represented at the meeting.
Charles and Nancy Walston
are serving this year as the
club's tennis activities
chairmen, and serving with
them on the committee are
Mary Jane Jackson and Linda
McNeely.
A women's doubles tour-
nament, open to adults 10
years and older, is 'scheduled
for tomorrow and Wednesday
with play from 8 a.m. until
noon.
On June 7 and 8, a junior
tennis clinic is scheduled with
instruction in basic skills
being given to youngsters
under the age of 18 from 8 a.m.
until noon of each day. A two-
day singles tournament for
these same youngsters also is
set for June 9 and 10.
FAST FILM SUOMI
caw 11119400.11





by William M. Boyd
Errors in the printing of our
paper money are very rare
but they do happen. The
ultimate, most sought-after
error is the double
denomination note, showing
different values on the face
and on the reverse.
We realize errors in accounts can happen. You can help
eliminate most of them by using the pre-printed


























RUY 3 anc SAVF 
on PECHGLO by
\ FAN ITY
Once a year you have your chance to stock up on perfect little
Pechglos. This famous fabric feels fresh and cool as a fluff of
fine powder next to the skin Marvelously soft and absorbent.
Wears and wears And launders like a dream.
STAR WHITE, HONEY BEIGE
A SHORT PANTIE, 5-7. reg $300 each NOW 3 FOR $7.50
8-9, reg $3 2 5 each NOW 3 FOR $8.25
B. BRIEF, 7, reg $225 each NOW 3 FOR $6.00
8. reg $250 each NOW 3 FOR $6.50





"The Fun Store To Shop"
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